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1. Who needs the “Mirror for the City” and why?

“To look at the mirror, at least occasionally, is important not only for people, but for cities as well. To know how a 
city is seen with the eyes of, say, adolescents, should be interesting and important for the city.

In turn, it is essential for children to acquire ability to see regular things in an unusual way, to find something unusu-
al, mysterious, amazing in what seems simple and everyday. Reflexive journalism is one of the possible ways to per-
form this.

We offered the teenagers, students of 9-11 forms of different schools, as well as interested students an adventure: to 
try in just one working day (in fact, in 360 minutes (!)) to make a newspaper reflecting their views and thoughts, their 
understanding of the city. The beginners were offered to work with not the city as a whole, but with only some places 
in one district.

During the game, the participants acted as correspondents and photographers, analysts and editors, they tried to 
overcome their own shyness, interviewing strangers in unusual places, shown creative courage in creating journalis-
tic texts, as it says, “straight from the wheels.”

The opportunity to see how your impressions and thoughts are transformed into a published text for a short game 
time is breathtaking. But this also allows feeling responsibility for what has been said and especially for written 
word.

Whether the participants manage to approach unfamiliar places and people in such a short time in order to find 
something important and interesting in them and to write about it in the way that this would capture others, is to be 
decided by readers of the newspaper where the texts of the game participants will be published.

At the same time, initially no one can guarantee the result, the game is a game. Adults certainly help, but the result 
depend on participants themselves. This is specifically what makes the participant curious and fascinated about the 
game. Uncertainty and risk are the native elements of adolescents”
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This or similar text opened the newspaper, the materials 
of which were prepared by high school students during 
the first educational game “Journalist” in 2005, which 
took place in St. Petersburg within the frameworks of the 
“Mirror for the City” project.

Since then over a hundred games had been conducted, 
attended by not less than 5000 high school students 
from St. Petersburg, Tyumen, Volgograd and Stavropol 
regions, Karelia and fifty other regions of Russia, as well 
as from Riga, Tallinn, Helsinki.

The present brochure focuses on the organizational 
aspects of the project and its essential characteristics 
which allow us to reflect upon the possibilities of using 
the method in the educational environment and for 
development of regions.
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“Education is possible at every point of space. It is important, though, that an adult  
would arrive to the point 5 minutes before an adolescent and arrange everything”

Vladimir Lantsberg, Russian teacher

It is hardly possible to establish clear age and time 
limits, an exact day of the year after which a boy or girl 
becomes a teenager. Nevertheless, this metamorphosis 
occurs with every child. And if the children change, 
moving from age to age, it is logical to assume that 
education, designed to help them grow up and master 
the world around them, must also somehow change. But 
how?

Experiment, design, research
To explore the world and oneself in it together with 
one’s peers is the main task of this age. In this regard, 
when organizing the educational process, the emphasis 
should be made on the possibility of choosing activities, 
mastering different methods of individual and 
team work, conducting all sorts of experiments and 
performing tasks that are really valuable.

What is needed at this age, is the gradual transition 

to activities that combine several subject areas in one 
educational project. From the “class” form of study, 
where a whole class passes the same curriculum, it is 
reasonable to transfer to more individualized study 
routes. But this also means an essential change in the 
educational material. Not only the board, chalk and 
textbook become necessary for the normal organization 
of education, but also the surrounding environment, like 
the whole city with its museums and factories, libraries 
and shops, nature and townspeople.

The role of the teacher in this kind of educational process 
changes as well; he ceases to be the main source of 
information for children. He becomes the organizer 
of their joint work, a consultant, a specialist and a 
professional in the field of information retrieval and 
processing. The teacher’s task is to organize activities 
of children and adults helping them so that the children 
get able to see something amazing in regular things. It is 
this miracle of discovery that is able to become a starting 
point, a “point of surprise”, where the process of real 

2. What should be the contemporary education for adolescents?
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education begins. This is the kind of education where a 
student recognizes its meaning, the meaning of what is 
happening in the process of education.

Their own community  
[active life “with your own hands”]
Another characteristic feature of adolescents is their 
desire to live in their community. This should be a 
community where an adolescent is well accepted, and 
which is regulated by special rules of life, the rules that 
the adolescents wish to obey and create together.

The books of Vladislav Krapivin, Arkady Gaidar, Robert 
Baden-Powell, Ernest Seton-Thompson et al. are exactly 
about that, the teenagers’ never-ending desire to be well 
accepted in their company.

Children’s detachments and republics, described in the 
books of Makarenko, Korchak, Soroka-Rosinsky and 
Kassil, are the variants of the organized (as well as not as 
much organized) embodiment of this need of children. 
All these units are also the first schools of democracy.

It is very important for children to try to organize their 
own lives with their own hands and create situations 
where they are interested about what is happening (or at 
least participate in this as equals with adults). However 
for being able to learn to do something on their own 
and understand that their voice is important in the adult 
world, teenagers need help. The help, among other 
things, might relate to arrangement of the necessary 

environment, which teenagers are not able to do alone.

Romanticism, adventure, risk

In adolescence, the romanticism of travel, adventure, 
and risk is particularly significant. Children read books 
about strange events; long trips and dangerous 
adventures; knights, pirates and bandits; courageous 
peers, performing feats and shaming evil and meanness; 
all kinds of children’s secret societies and teen companies 
that lead a life hidden from outsiders.
Tom Sawyer, Haeckelbury Finn, Pippi Longstocking, 
fifteen-year-old captain, Timur and his team, Captain 
Sorvey-head, and now Harry Potter are the heroes of 
the boys of this age. They would like to have the same 
restless lives for themselves.
The dimension of everyday life is boring, nasty, and 
in some ways in actual fact contraindicated, since it 
is non-standard situations that bring up will, sense of 
responsibility for a companion, kindness, forgiveness, 
willingness to stand up for oneself and keep the word. 
It seems that without these tests those qualities are not 
tempered. And the guys, following the requirements of 
nature, begin to look for adventures “on their own”, as 
adults often say. Often, such attempts to experience the 
world lead to sad consequences.
In turn, parents face a dilemma. They can not forbid, as 
teenagers will still find a loophole, and it will only get 
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worse. It is also impossible to resolve, as there are many 
real dangers.
The solution is to help children in search of adventure in 
a cultural way: go camping with them, go on long trips 
and gatherings, make “little madnesses” together.

Their own real business
No less than adventure, teens crave independence! 
They really want to stop being small and play toys. It is 
important for them to feel that they can participate in 
real and respected (!) business on an equal basis with 
adults (!).

The guys have the desire and certain skills, but the whole 
system of today’s education does not allow them to do 
any real business. You can not work, as you have to study 
and go to school. If you try to work after school, then 
not every company is ready to hire a teenager, the labor 
safety standards are quite tough. Of course, not every 
schoolchild will survive a full-time working day during 
the whole working week. But teenagers do want to try 
themselves in real work, to feel important and useful!

The situation comes to the contradiction, when 
teenagers want and partly can work, but the system does 
not allow them. Many adults, perhaps, would have risked 
offering adolescents a deal, but are afraid that this will 
affect the company’s efficiency. Moreover, it is not clear 
how to combine this work with schooling and legislative 
norms.

It should be noted that in the recent years, practice-
oriented education has attracted increasing attention. 
Someone arranges internships for schoolchildren, 
someone launches interactive educational programs with 
entrepreneurs and scientists, someone leaves with the 
children for educational trips and expeditions, someone 
offers high school students to study literature and 
history right in the city museums.

In fact, the educational game “Journalist” is a case of 
that kind of educational initiatives. The game provides 
risk and pleasure from the opportunity to see a real 
product, that is, a real newspaper that comprises a 
part of a teenager’s own personal labor, and a sense 
of responsibility for the overall work. Training presents 
here as well, but between the lines, in the processes 
of discussing what has been observed around and 
preparing the texts.

The main goal of the game is to solve the problem of 
estrangement of modern adolescents from development 
of the historical, cultural, economic and natural heritage 
of their region (city, region, village) with the help of 
fascinating and practical-oriented research methods.

Unfortunately, the mechanisms of active inclusion of 
adolescents in the discussion of the problems and 
achievements of the region are few. Even fewer options 
take into account the views of adolescents in making 
decisions relating to them directly. The both activities 
require to be learned. It is important to find a way to give 
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students a conscious attitude to reality, attracting them 
to a demanded work.

The “Journalist” project began with reflections on 
how to help adolescents get experience of thoughtful 
journalism, as far as the mass entertainment of “TV 
chewing gum” they will surely be fed with in any case.
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Many of us have got enough of being surrounded by all 
things false and empty. People are tired of pretending 
to be significant just out of browsing life, carrying some 
empty but colorful backpacks full of nothing but urban 
air that became a source of news for the journalists, 
so that this news is far too obvious and familiar for us. 
The time of postmodernity is full of simulacra obtained 
a far too high status of something significant, of empty 
things that are just objects for chatter. Culture either 
clings to tradition, centuries-old spiritual values, or 
manifests streams of experiences of artistically gifted 
persons through techniques of modern art. Personality, 
unfortunately, is getting increasingly visible only in the 
scandalous, rating-related or reference-information 
frameworks.
Of course, journalism still tries to find out some true 
events of life, trace aesthetics of everyday life, reveal 
the paradoxical combinations of the ways of lives of 
historical and modern characters, see the extreme 
circumstances where the character who is spiritually 
devastated throws himself to, hoping to fill in some way 
his soul that has dried up without the original spring of 
humanity. However, all this remains a superficial “Ah!” 

only. Much of this carries some sort of light occasional 
surprise that gets forgotten after a few next lines or 
frames, and thus don’t bring the reader or viewer to the 
authenticity of authentic human condition for even a 
little bit. At the present time journalism at best shows us 
the glare of the natural (often the lower kinds of natural 
than high ones), but does not look to the essence of the 
natural, passing to everyday empty banalities or even 
real dramas and tragedies given out for empty banalities. 
But what do we need instead?
The journalism should look for pure streams of spiritual 
human potential in everyday life, decipher the sequence 
of everyday event marks to discover the existential 
foundations behind them, carefully consider the social 
for the sake of finding the natural, coevolutionary behind 
that. That’s just about what journalism needs to be 
intelligent rather than pretending to be so.
Well, isn’t journalism supposed to entertain its audience 
and distract from the rhythm of our too mundane life 
“between home and work”? Maybe it is supposed to, 
but this should be done in a different way, as a journey 
into something unknown that determines the behavior 
of people, as an organization of adventures of own 

...We opened the secret veil of explicit things...

From feedbacks of the participants of the game

3. What is reflexive journalism?
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thoughts and feelings of reader or viewer.
Moreover, these adventures should be aimed not at 
entertaining or distracting, but at attracting the readers 
or viewers to the essence of the events shown, to core 
responsibility of each person to himself. This is such an 
attraction that should become an entertainment, an 
adventure, but still be full of existential meaning, instead 
of being an empty one.
Don’t we need journalism to explain the politics 
and economy of today? Of course, we do need the 
explanations, but the first thing the explanations should 
give is the opportunity to understand the schemes 
and patterns of behavior of the actors of the field, the 
subjects and objects of politics.
Reflexive journalism, in order to be such, can probably 
borrow something from the methods of describing 
and exploring everyday and cultural-political life from 
understanding ethnography and sociology, historical 
psychology and anthropology, the Gestalt approach, 
and even philosophical hermeneutics. The forms of 
presentation of the results of those different methods 
of analysis, of course, should be closer to art than to 
science, and, perhaps, would carry some philosophic 
and psychologic tones in the manner that is vivid and 
intelligible to a wide range of readers or viewers. It 
will be useful to recall rhetoric and poetics, ethics and 
aesthetics, analytics and “synectics” (the term of William 
Gordon), and then transform them into the practice of 
journalistic narrative about things that are mysteriously 
mundane and defiantly vital. Good wishes only? Not 

only…
All those skills can and should be started to be mastered 
already at school, since it is at this age critical thinking 
firstly declares itself in an open way and desire for 
reflexive self-knowledge manifests itself. When left 
without proper pedagogical support, these tendencies 
of adolescents’ minds often turn into a kind of surrogate, 
carrying teenage cynicism and maximalism, selfishness 
and school aggression. If, however, this “freak” and 
risky behaviour of adolescents is, according to the 
principle of aikido, organized to be channeled into 
the teen journalism of the “life-world” (in terms of the 
Edmund Husserl philosophy) in the Indiana Jones style, 
combining the models of the Sherlock Holmes and 
Captain Colombo detective thinking, then, perhaps, we 
will get an interesting workshop combining the methods 
of research (investigation) that have been proposed 
by scientists and are being invented by teachers and 
students themselves. This will be a workshop of smart 
journalism.
Finally, we approach the reasonable question: who is 
interested? Who is interested in reflexive journalism? 
Our experience has shown that such people do exist. The 
demand for the “Journalist” game is confirmed by the 
evidence that more and more young men and women 
play it, as well as teachers, librarians and actors of youth 
public organizations in various regions of the world. 
Maybe this happens due to the game being projected 
to open an “amazing secrets” of what is close to its 
participants every day, as well as to immerse them to the 
practice of understanding?
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Perhaps the main principle in the educational game 
“Journalist” is the principle of “here and now.” It is directly 
related to the phenomenological approach developed 
by Edmund Husserl and his followers to describe the 
structures of consciousness and the processes of the 
“vital world”. Within the framework of this approach, the 
“flow of consciousness” of a person is viewed as such, 
in its pure form, abstractly from the perception of the 
world, loaded with psychological features and cultural 
traditions.

Since the “stream of consciousness” is always 
“about something”, it is objective, then under the 
phenomenological approach it is addressed “to things”, 
for example, to “places” and “situations” of everyday 
social life - as they are in some naive, unbiased 
stereotypes and ideology of perception (the so-called 
perception “here and now”). This perception of the 
world becomes useful and heuristic in social analytics 
in general and in thoughtful journalism in particular. 
A personal, but at the same time, basically non-price 
view of things and events as they are in themselves is 
acquired. Therefore, young journalists who are not yet 

loaded with professional problems and patterns, adult 
culture, inherent in this spontaneous and paradoxical 
subcultural view, leaving out of focus the social “gloss”.
Of course, the phenomenological approach in the 
“Journalist” game is not strictly implemented: the socio-
cultural context, one way or another, interferes with the 
situation “here and now” of the perception of places 
of visiting by young journalists. It is also influenced by 
the theme of the game set by the organizers. However, 
the thematic perspectives of the study of these places 
are also offered to participants on the basis of the 
phenomenological approach, but mainly with the 
use of the principle of partial, incomplete, thematic 
reduction. More about the content of the topics will 
be told in section 9. In the meantime, let us turn to 
the organizational and pedagogical and professional 
(vocational guidance-gaming) principles on which the 
basic logic and algorithm of the game are built.
The principle of attraction (from the English attraction - 
attraction, gravitation, attractiveness). The appeal for 
teenagers of the “Journalist” game, apparently, lies in 
foreseeing them the opportunity to reveal some secrets 

“Oh, the whole experience that I acquired on this game is priceless!”

From the feedback of participants

4. What principles is the “Journalist” game built on?
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of an adult society, to touch the unattainable profession 
hidden behind corporate and institutional barriers. In 
particular, and the profession of a journalist, which is 
perhaps one of the most public, and sometimes very 
influential in the modern world (the “fourth power”). In 
general, this principle corresponds with the desire of a 
teenager to become an adult, to feel independence from 
parental and teacher care and edification, with a desire 
to have fun, some entertainment (distraction from dull 
studies) in a practical and socially significant for many 
business.

The principle of adventure. According to this principle, 
unexpected situations are created for the fulfillment of 
journalistic tasks, the conditions for visiting sometimes 
unfamiliar places, making decisions and research 
“here and now.” This is the easy social risk, the extreme 
collection and processing of journalistic material right on 
the spot, which is so inherent in the psycho-physiological 
nature of adolescents. This is the case when high-school 
students create safe conditions for adventure, useful for 
life and cognitive experience.

The principle of the meeting. Participants get an 
opportunity to try themselves in a really popular business 
together with peers and adult professionals. Meeting 
on the game is not only productive communication in 
various groups, but also self-perception, self-knowledge, 
meeting with one’s own possibilities. There is a unique 
chance to open new semantic figures in the familiar 
social background, to meet with the material and living 

“individualities” of the world, usually not seen in the 
context of everyday context, and to communicate with 
them.

Principle of a mirror. Such game activity is built up, 
thanks to which the participants, with their improvised 
and own journalistic means, reflect what they saw 
and heard on the ground in order to pass it through 
publications to readers (for example, residents of 
regions and workers of enterprises). And the participants 
themselves see the reflection of their personal and 
collective creativity.

The principle of the matter. The game is a serious 
matter. Participants have the opportunity to create real 
journalistic materials that will be read in the family, at 
school, at the enterprise. At the same time, they train 
communicative and publishing skills, expanding their life 
and educational horizons.

The principle of the game. “Journalist” is still a game. As 
in any game, there are rules that everyone must observe. 
Otherwise, nothing happens. There will not be a game, 
and no one will have fun, which is also very important.

In addition, there is always a high risk: no one hundred 
percent guarantees the result or product. There will be 
only what we, the participants, will do together. Each 
time the outcome will be special: it all depends on what 
people are playing today, how the teams got together 
and what adults met.
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The principle of the transformer. With the preservation 
of the common algorithmic core, the game design allows 
functional and meaningful variations at each stage and 
for any chosen theme. This principle is valid only if all of 
the above. The form while maintaining the essence of the 
game can change only within limited limits. Otherwise, 
it is not an educational game “Journalist”, but something 
else.

The principle of facilitation (unobtrusive support). 
This principle concerns the psychological and 
pedagogical position of adults at the game (organizers, 
facilitators, consultants, coordinators, guests). First 
of all, we mean a respectful and businesslike attitude 
towards the participants as equally responsible for the 
result, together with professionals performing socially 
significant work. Adults create the optimal environment, 
refraining from manuals and sharp assessments, 
in difficult situations, use tactical hints-clues, while 
retaining a fairly broad scope of the participants in 
accordance with the intent and logic of the game.

For example, such are the basic principles of work in the 
corps, places of gathering of journalistic information:

 f from a minimum of information to get a maximum;
 f special attention not only to large but also to the 
smallest details of the place;

 f try to feel the place not only with the group but 
also alone;

 f try to write a few lines right on the spot;
 f be bolder in expressing thoughts and feelings on 
paper after perceiving the characteristics of the 
place;

 f do not leave the office without informing an adult 
consultant;

 f use the game time with the maximum benefit to 
develop yourself as a journalist.

Since the participants have different experience of 
journalistic practice, then, of course, they show their 
activity on the corporation in different ways. Some 
boldly go on contact with strangers, others timidly keep 
aloof. Someone prefers to explore the place alone, and 
someone immediately finds partners for work. In the 
support of activity, it is important to play both the role 
of the selected editor and the accompanying person. If 
the first (as a rule, the more experienced of the guys) 
can supervise the organization of work, keep track so 
that important aspects of the site research are not lost, 
then the accompanying (usually an adult teacher or a 
volunteer student) creates unobtrusive conditions for 
young journalists to develop creative inspiration.

So, we have listed the main meaningful meanings, which 
define the various organizational-game forms. Success 
in many ways depends on the logic of applying these 
principles in a specific situation.
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On the day of the game, for example at 10 o’clock in 
the morning, 40-50 high school students from different 
schools come to the “game headquarters”1 (this can be 
a school or another location on the basis of which the 
game is played). At the very beginning, the students 
have an acquaintance session, warm-up, training of 
journalistic skills and an introduction to the topic of 
today’s game. This takes about an hour.
After that, the instruction is given with an explanation 
of the rules of the work, the participants are split 
into editorial offices or “correspondent offices”2 
(representative offices of the general editorial office in 
those places, spaces, organizations that the participants 
of the game will explore). One editorial office unites 
approximately 4-7 participants, and each team receives 
an editorial task, to investigate a particular place or 
organization. All the participants receive information 
materials on the topic of the game, some information 
on the specific “correspondent office” (including address 
and phone number), as well as a special cheat sheet for a 
journalist (see question No 30).
Editorial offices choose editors and hold a briefing on the 
distribution of journalistic work. After that, all the groups 

1 “Game headquarters” is a school or a building of another organization on the basis of which a game takes place, where all the participants gather, and where the equipment nec-
essary for organizing the work (computers, printers, and copier) is located.
2 “Correspondent offices” are representations of the general editorial office in those places or in spaces that are explored by the participants of the game.
3 The role of an adult can be taken on not only by the teacher but also by a student, a graduate or a more experienced senior student.

are sent to their place of work: on a rented bus, public 
transport or by foot. Each team is accompanied by an 
adult3.
On-site, the participants communicate with an employee 
or a specialist who meets them, explore the space, ask 
questions to people. In a word, they behave politely, but 
boldly and at ease, like real journalists. Their task is to 
collect as much diverse information and impressions as 
possible.
Returning to headquarters in a few hours, the editorial 
groups discuss what they saw, share draft materials and 
determine who will do what. After that, they can already 
go to the computer class to type texts, process video and 
photos. But do not forget about dinner!
The participants will always be short of time. By 4 p.m, 
for example, all the texts should be typed, the elements 
of the general newspaper pages or the layout of the 
publication on the Internet (depending on the format of  
the game) thought through. At this stage, students can 
be assisted by an invited expert.
When the bulk of the work is done, only a few people 
from each team remain in the computer class to 

5. How do we play the game?
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complete the material. The rest at this moment either 
communicate at a press conference with the guests-
professionals, or are busy preparing a presentation of 
their work, or participate in a parallel event related to the 
theme of the game.

By six o’clock at the evening, all the publications are 
usually ready. If the task of the game is to publish one 
newspaper as a joint result of work of several groups, 
then at that point the sections of different editorial 
offices have already been sewn and handed over to the 
participants. As the part of the final seminar, the editor-
in-chief and other specialists necessarily discuss with the 
students the merits and demerits of the texts and pages 
created. Each participant receives a personal certificate, 
and the schools receive gratitude for the level of training 
of the students and help in the organization.

The cycle of a game ends the next day with sending the 
resulting materials to the enterprises and institutions 
that the teenagers had visited.

The question of lunch at the game day is worth being 
paid more attention here. As you know, a hungry 
journalist is an evil journalist, and in our case, he is 
also tired after a trip to the correspondent office. It 
is desirable that the headquarters of the game has a 
dining room, where the children can eat deliciously and 
inexpensively. If this is not possible, then you should find 
a cafe or a canteen nearby. The food conditions should 

be indicated already in the invitations sent to future 
participants.

It is also very important to agree with real media that 
they will publish the students’ texts. This will give 
students a feeling that everything is real in the “game”, 
their opinion will be delivered to a wide audience and 
the students will have to bear their own responsibility for 
their words. It is necessary to strive for the materials of 
the adolescents to be printed with minimal corrections in 
content (grammar and punctuation do not count).

In our experience there were very different options for 
cooperation with real media:

 f a city newspaper published by the organizers 
of the game, which was sold in kiosks and in 
which the materials of the game came out as an 
appendix;

 f a city youth newspaper, with which we agreed  
that it would give one page to the “Journalist” 
game;

 f a socio-political journal that prepared a large 
review of the texts of all editorial groups and 
published most of the materials prepared by the 
students;

 f radio programs, where participants could share 
their impressions on the air;

 f Internet publications.
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The main technological idea of the game is to create a 
real journalistic product in a limited time frame. Later in 
this section we will discuss the standard version of the 
game that leads to preparation of a printed newspaper, 
but all the same stages are applicable to electronic 
publications.

The game takes one day, or, in a special-themed case, 
two. Provided good technical and personnel support, it is 
possible to create a newspaper consisting of, say, eight 
pages, in this time. To do this, it is necessary to involve 
forces of approximately seven journalistic brigades (5-7 
people each), two leading organizers and one layout 
worker (professional or student), and to provide the 
participants with appropriate computer and copying 
equipment. For many years of holding the game, we got 
convinced that a layout work can be done by somebody 
of the participants of the game. As far as we decide this 
way, then it is good when every journalistic brigade 
would have at least one layout worker.

Stages of the game in the standard version

1. Meeting
Duration: 20 minutes.

The tasks of the stage are: to set participants on the 
business agenda, gather information about participants, 
introduce the concept, rules, theme and chronological 
progress of the game.

Structural components:

 f meeting the participants (registration, handing out 
the program and personal badges);

 f general meeting at the headquarters of the game;

 f filling out questionnaires of participants;

 f conducting a briefing by a head (a short essay on 
the history of the game, the main idea and theme 
of the current series, the procedure of work).

Actions of the organizers: distribution of information 
materials, registration of participants, instruction.

The result of the stage: readiness to start the game.

6. How to compose the game program?
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2. Workout
Duration: 40 minutes.

The tasks of the stage: communicative warming up, 
the acquaintance of participants with each other, the 
actualization of personal experience, development of 
initial interviewing skills, immersion in the theme of the 
game.

The main structural component: training of blitz-
interviewing (work in shift pairs on the proposed tasks).

Actions of the organizers: briefing on training, giving 
assignments, facilitating the activity of participants, 
giving floor for speeches.

The result of the stage: emotional and role-playing 
tuning for the game, removal of the psychological barrier 
of newcomers, starting level training of journalistic skills.

3. Formation of journalistic brigades  
(“correspondent editorial offices”)
Duration: 10-15 minutes.

The objectives of the stage: formation of journalistic 
groups in accordance with the correspondent editorial 
offices, specification of the thematic content of the game 
and the perspective of the study of the locations to be 
visited for each team, preliminary acquaintance with 
characteristics of these locations.

Structural components:

 f presentation of locations of the visit and 
accompanying persons;

 f handing out a package of information materials: 
the principles of the editor’s work, the journalist’s 
note, information about the locations to be visited, 
including a historical reference, address, contact 
numbers and personalities;

 f distribution of journalistic teams on working 
premises.

Actions of the organizers: coordination of distribution of 
participants and facilitators.

The result of the stage: formation of journalistic 
brigades, their receipt of editorial assignments and 
acquaintance with the accompanying persons.

4. Blitz-meetings of journalistic brigades
Duration: 10-15 minutes.

The tasks of the stage: getting to know each other 
within the team, discussing editorial tasks, approximate 
distribution of responsibilities.

Structural components:

 f acquaintance;
 f the choice of editors;
 f study of information materials.
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Actions of the organizers: providing access to work 
premises, tracking the timing of the game.

The result of the stage: readiness for dispatch  
to the correspondent editorial offices.

5. Photographing participants
Duration: 10-15 minutes.

The tasks of the stage: photographing for the 
subsequent placement of the image next to the  
author’s publications in the newspaper.

6. The road to places of visit
Duration: 30-60 minutes.

The tasks of the stage: to reach the correspondent  
office at the places indicated in the task (on foot or  
by bus), together with the accompanying persons.

Structural components:

 f brigades get ready to leave;

 f the movement to the places indicated in the task 
(along the way, the participants can once again 
discuss the action plan).

Actions of the organizers: control of departure, 

coordination of the movement, coordination of the 
temporary rules of the game.

The result of the stage: arrival at the correspondent 
editorial offices.

7. Arrival to the locations and preliminary  
processing of information
Duration: 60-90 minutes.

The tasks of the stage: to study the characteristic 
features of the location in the mental condition “here 
and now” (unbiased perception), to collect and pre-
process information taking into account the perspectives 
proposed in the memo of the research and genres.

Structural components:

 f familiarity with the place and people who work there;

 f information gathering;

 f composite photography.

Actions of the organizers: coordination of what is 
happening with the help of mobile communication, 
especially in case of unforeseen circumstances, control of 
the time limit.

The result of the stage: the collection of quality 
journalistic materials.
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8. Return of the journalists to the  
headquarters and finalization of  
collected materials

Duration: up to 60 minutes on the road,  
60-90 minutes for finalizing materials.

The tasks of the stage: processing texts, photographs 
and video recordings, editing texts, discussing the page 
layout and design.

Structural components:

 f clarification of the collected material in  
editorial offices (if necessary, using  
communication facilities);

 f stylistic and genre design of the texts;

 f selection of photographic material;

 f proofreading;

 f work on page design.

Actions of the organizers: consulting,  
control of regulations.

The result of the stage: preparation of  
materials for layout.

9. Layout and game training  
(conducted separately and simultaneously)

Editing and layout Game training of  
journalistic skills

Duration: 120-150 minutes
Stage objectives:  

to make a newspaper layout and print it out for each participant
The task of the stage is to make a 
newspaper layout and print it out 

for each participant

The task of the stage is to train 
development of journalistic 

skills with the help of various 
game training technologies

Participants: the editors and one 
assistant from each working group

Participants: the rest of the staff 
of journalistic brigades

Location: computer class Location: assembly hall
Contents of the stage: typed texts 

are finally edited; the layout is 
discussed; editors correct the 

leads and headings before they 
are sent to the press; organizers 

hold together or sew the resulting 
newspaper.

Contents of the stage (examples): 
oral presentation on what 
was seen and heard at the 

correspondent editorial offices; a 
press conference with an invited 

guest on the topic of the game or 
of mass media in general

Actions of the organizers: coordination of parallel processes; if 
necessary, conducting game-playing or interaction with an invited 

trainer
The result of the stage: printing the newspapers, mastering the skills 

of productive creative interaction in the team, gaining new knowledge 
and skills
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10. Summing up and awarding the certificates
Duration: 30 minutes.

The tasks of the stage are: to analyze briefly the 
course and results of the game, pass on copies of the 
newspaper and certificates to the game participants and 
gratitude to their schools.

Structural components: general meeting in the assembly 
hall, distribution of the newspaper and the certificates 
to the participants, presentation made by the game 
manager with a brief analysis of the entire game day, 
filling in a final questionnaire (by participants).

Actions of the organizers: coordination of the whole 
process.

Result of the stage: completion of the game.

11. Publications of the game materials in the 
partner media
Duration: in accordance with the publication’s release 
cycle.

Structural components: the transfer of texts and 
images to editors and reporters of urban and regional 
publications who agreed to support the project.

Actions of the organizers: interaction with the partners.

The result of the stage: appearance of texts of the game 
participants in popular media.

This is the original design and the structural core of the 
game, to which you can add all kinds of social, analytical, 
vocational guidance and educational components. 
Strictly speaking, the preparation for the game is 
primarily related to choice and development of a topic 
that would be relevant for residents of the region and 
potential participants.
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Approximate order of actions:

 f Choose the topic of the game.

 f Determine the date of its holding.

 f Compile a list of organizations that can be visited 
together with children. We start negotiations 
with the organizations. If we plan to visit not 
an organization but some locations (like a 
neighboring yard or park), then we come up with 
who might be there at the right time.

 f Prepare advertising materials and transfer them to 
the schools of the region.

 f Think over the program for the second half of the 
game day (the plan can change for every next 
game, depending on the theme of the game).

 f Accept applications from future participants of the 
game.

 f Discuss the general course of the game with the 
potential adult guides who would accompany the 
teenagers.

 f Check the equipment, availability of the necessary 
programs (software), readiness of audience rooms.

 f Make an agreement with the canteen, as lunch is 
an important part of the 8-hour active game.

 f Print information materials and route sheets for 
accompanying persons, where we must specify 
the addresses of the places of visit, group lists and 
contact numbers of the organizers.

 f Having completed the correspondence registration 
of participants, we form editorial groups, so that 
each of them would comprise students from 
different schools.

 f Look forward to the start of the game with great 
interest!

7. How do we prepare the game?
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The first step is to compose an invitation (see Question 
No 30). A few weeks before the game begins, the 
invitation should be sent to e-mail addresses of schools 
in the city or region. If a database of participants has 
already been created, then the letter should be sent to 
their personal addresses. Over time, we have formed 
a list of schools with which we previously worked, and 
we send them the invitations in the first place. Soon 
the phrase “Please find an invitation to the educational 
game “Journalist” attached to the letter” became already 
familiar and easy.

As our experience shows, about 5 days before the 
deadline for the submission of applications specified 
in the invitation, the applications begin to arrive at the 
headquarters. The most recent of these organizers obtain 

immediately before the game itself. The latter situation 
is not the most convenient, as far as it is important to 
know in advance about the number, age and gender of 
the participants in order to make journalistic brigades as 
equal in their forces as possible.

On the basis of the registration list, we prepare badges 
and approve the composition of the teams with respect 
to the correspondent editorial offices (if no distribution 
during the warm-up session is supposed). Formation of 
editorial offices often continues on the day of the game, 
since there are always people who came unexpectedly, 
as well as those who were expected but did not come. 
However, do not be frightened of the dynamics, 
adjustments and clarifications - these are an inevitable 
part of any living event.

8. How to invite participants to the game?
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The chosen theme meaningfully saturates and to some 
extent organizationally transforms the logic of the 
educational game “Journalist”. Currently, we have worked 
out in details the next four types of thematic games:

1. “Journalist. Mirror for the region“. The game 
players travel to various places and organizations 
located in one region (city, district).

2. “Journalist. Championship”. Team championship 
on the educational game “Journalist” with the 
disclosure of any topic, but not too difficult one.

3. “Journalist. The business trip”. In particular, “The 
business trip to the offset paper factory”, “The 
business trip to the Kirov plant”, “The business trip 
to the North-West Timber Company” were held in 
St. Petersburg.

4. “Journalist. Actual topic”. The games of this 
category that had already taken place are 
“Tolerant Petersburg”, “Forgotten monuments of 

Petersburg”, “Business of modern technologies”, 
“Innovative spaces of the city”, “New life of old 
plants”, “Kronstadt cultural and uncultured”.

Of course, these and other topics can get further 
development. Specific focuses and details are largely 
determined by the social, cultural and economic 
resources of the region where the game is played. The 
idea of the specific features of these resources (creative, 
personnel, institutional) arises from the organizers 
themselves and allows you to choose one or another 
format, sometimes intuitively.

A very important role is therewith played by purely 
research interest to look more closely at any socio-
cultural object. In other words, a possible theme for 
the game might often be seen and thus found through 
lenses of a phenomenological desire to see the unusual 
in the ordinary and familiar. This is simultaneously 
a journalistic, and psycho-pedagogical, and socio-
philosophical position.

9. What kind of themes can be taken for the game?
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The most exciting thing after choosing a topic of the 
game is to find places to visit (the “correspondent 
editorial offices”) for the participants of the game. There 
are several criteria for selection of those.

First, the locations must be sufficiently original, unusual 
and in some ways unfamiliar (for example, church 
parishes of various denominations or an expensive 
restaurant in the form of an old frigate).

Second, the locations may seem familiar, but at the same 
time still hint at something unfamiliar, backstage to 
us, the riddles of their social cuisine. For example, few 
people visit stadiums with an ice arena, but even less are 
familiar with the process of their servicing.

Third, the locations should be accessible to participants 
at institutional terms. For example, it is quite difficult to 
organize a visit to a juvenile colony, and moreover, the 
possibility of free research of such a place is extremely 
limited.

Fourth, the structural and functional diversity of the 
locations is necessary within the framework of the 
chosen topic. The selection is not necessary to be limited 
by state institutions only or by enterprises of one branch 
only.

Fifth, it is desirable that young journalists at the places 
of visits (even accidentally) can meet not only with 

representatives of the administration but also ordinary 
employees and clients. For example, a visit to the 
department of the Migration Service would be well 
complemented by a visit to the local market where the 
“customers” of this supervisory agency can be met.

Sixth, given the time limit and the algorithm of the game, 
you should choose the places of visit so that they are 
relatively close to each other and from the headquarters 
of the game (for more details, see Question No 14 on the 
movement of groups of schoolchildren during the event).

At the preparatory stage, we try to find out about 
the future correspondent editorial offices as much as 
possible: contact the representatives of organizations, 
look for information about them on the Internet, hold 
meetings, prepare official letters with the request to 
receive participants (sample applications - see Question 
No 30). It is fundamentally important, that organizers 
would visit the site at least once before the game, 
personally assessing the information and semantic 
potential of the intended location.

Of course, this is not always possible. Sometimes one has 
to be content with more or less reasonable assumptions 
and assurances expressed by employees of the company 
or institution. There is a risk, but you have to take risks 
to choose the right option. Failures happen during 
the game itself, but participants must take them as 

10. How to choose places where to invite schoolchildren?
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professional difficulties. It happens even that you have 
to visit the site without a final agreement or, being in 
place on time, to see a closed door in front of you, which 
indicates the forgetfulness of the responsible persons.
Even in the case when you choose the “Business Trip” 
format, the organizers should visit the site (albeit quite 
remote), and only then, based on their own impressions, 

to start drawing up the perspectives of work there, which 
will help the participants to collect information on the 
ground. The outline of the phenomenological focus for 
the game developed by the organizers and given to the 
game participants in the form of a memo for a journalist 
depends essentially on the organizers’ direct sense of the 
location chosen.
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Choosing partners for the game is an important and 
difficult task of the preparatory stage. We need to be 
prepared for the fact that this will require considerable 
effort from the organizers, especially at the first time. 
Not all organizations are open to cooperation in the field 
of education; this is an additional work for them, the 
value of which has yet to be assessed by them, which can 
be achieved from your presentation.

In case if you want to hold the game in public places 
(parks, shops, museums, exhibitions, sport complexes, 
theatres and concert halls) the task looks easier. Usually, 
it is enough to inform representatives of the location 
about the date and time of the game participants’ visit. 
As a rule, such organizations are accustomed to a large 
number of visitors, and their staff can help guests to 
navigate on the spot and find out more information. 
Contact information and list of contact persons are easy 
to find on the Internet, the contact persons usually are 
the management of the department for public relations, 
marketing department, department of educational 
programs or secretaries.

In the case of visiting organizations outside the 
education sphere and public services, the reconciliation 
process can be quite time-consuming and not always 
successful. Experience shows that regardless of the 

place (country) of the game, it is important to establish 
personal contact with the future partner organization. 
Try to talk with your friends engaged in the chosen field, 
tell about the future of the event to colleagues, possible 
teenage participants and their parents. Most likely, it 
will help to find interested adults who can come to the 
agreement with the right organization.

In any case it will be necessary:

 f to find contact information of an organization 
you would like to focus on and its employees who 
might be interested in cooperation;

 f to compile and send a letter describing the project, 
the planned time and date of the visit, the number 
of participants and a list of organizations that are 
funding and/or already participating in the project 
(see Question No 30);

 f in a few days after the letter to call and offer to 
meet in person and discuss the details of future 
cooperation. The organizers themselves also need 
to get to know the people and the place of the 
game as good as possible, without this it is difficult 
to adjust participants to the results and create 
long-term contacts;

11. How to find a partner organization (and a location) for the game?
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 f to try on the spot to explain the idea and 
purpose of the visit of high school students. It is 
important to find an employee who would meet 
the participants, but would not be a “guide” but is 
ready to answer the most unexpected questions 
of adolescents and acquaint them safely with the 
place and other colleagues. It is equally important 
to discuss the procedure of the visit itself (for 
example, permits may be needed);

 f to try to negotiate with the organization about 
some memorable souvenirs for the participants. 
Usually, these are pens, notebooks, calendars and 
other promotional items;

 f just before the day of the game to make sure that 
the agreement to visit is still valid.

It is important that cooperation be useful for each party. 
Try to convey to the organization not only the value of 
the socially responsible position and educational work 
with adolescents but also think about the benefits of 
participation in the game that can be obtained by the 
organization. This can be a marketing effect, influence 
on carrier choice, establishing links with other partner-
participants. The work on finding partners is sure to help 
organizers in their next projects.
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The educational game “Journalist” can be a tool for 
implementing different goals that can be found in the 
focus of grant programs of various foundations, public 
and commercial organizations. 

For example:

 f public integration in the broadest sense, including 
cooperation of adolescents from different 
social, ethnic and age groups, the interaction of 
adolescents with adults and the involvement of 
disadvantaged or isolated social groups in an 
active social life;

 f vocational guidance and education;

 f international cooperation and integration, getting 
acquainted with the world.

Funds for such purposes are spent by a broad range 
of different organizations that usually hold project 
competitions. Our experience shows that the educational 
game “Journalist” is quite competitive in the next 
selections:

 f At the level of the state and local governments, 
there are usually funds for social or public 
integration. They hold regular project 
competitions, financing them in whole or in part. 

This is usually done by the Ministries of Culture, 
Education, Welfare or Health. At the level of local 
governments, similar departments also operate 
in this area. Usually, public non-governmental 
organizations or educational organizations that are 
active in a specific territory and for its benefit may 
participate in the competitions;

 f At the international level, the funds of large 
organizations also finance projects in the above 
areas. For example, Norden, Nordplus or Erasmus+ 
in Europe;

 f Financing from commercial organizations can be 
found if the emphasis of the game is made on 
career choice and/or public relations. The media 
may be interested in the journalistic component 
of the game. The difficulty is that usually large 
international companies are engaged in financing 
such projects on a regular basis, but with the 
rest, it is necessary to find common ground and 
common interests. But this source of funding 
exists in actual reality; the main thing is to correctly 
set goals that can attract business. There are also 
organizations that are constantly engaged in the 
search for employees, their training for commercial 
structures. For them the game can be of interest as 
one of the forms of work in this field;

12. Where can I find funding?
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 f Large organizations in the field of education, such 
as schools and universities, can also partially or 
fully finance the game from the funds for basic or 
additional educational activities;

 f     The source of funding can be private funds of 
the parents of participants; this depends on the 
entrepreneurial spirit and level of training of the 
organizers. Currently, there is a growing demand 
for quality educational services, one of which can 
be the game “Journalist”.

Conducting the educational game “Journalist” does not 
require much effort, especially if carried out within the 
boundaries of a small geographical area. But before you 
look for sources of funding, you must have a clear image 
about the amount of funds and formulate goals so that 
they coincide with the goals of possible sponsors.

The main items of expenses necessary to be considered 
by organizers:

 f transport to places of visit and, possibly, to the 
place of the game;

 f meals for participants: several coffee breaks and 
lunch;

 f renting of premises and equipment, including 
computers, a projector and a printer;

 f expenses for printing and stationery;

 f payment for work of the organizers and 
facilitators.

Most of these resources can be available to the 
organizers or provided by partners free of charge.
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The decoration of the game headquarter is an important 
part of the activity, which helps the participants both to 
get working drive and to navigate in an unfamiliar place 
and situation. Pointing arrows, labels for working spaces 
of the editor offices, a banner with the theme of the 
game, posters and booklets with the game “Journalist”’s 
logotype, – all these attributes should be prepared in 
advance.

In the point of the general assembly (that is hall or 
auditorium) space should be organized so as to have 
a notional scene for organizers and guests, and chairs 
for the participants placed in a semicircle opposite to 
it. Such space organization is flexible and allows us to 
transform the space for every step, from tune-up and 
acquaintances up to press conference and summarizing.

13. How can you decorate the headquarter?
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Different types of the games have their own principles 
in the organization of journalist’s teams’ movement. 
In case of “Mirror for the District” the most significant 
thing is to develop bus and walking routes to the news 
offices situated at more or less equal distances from 
the headquarter. Thus, in case of a 1-day game, it is 
desirable that some places to visit were in a distance of 
15-20 minutes of walking from the headquarter while the 
others demanded the same time to be reached by bus.

Those time parameters for the routes are important 
primarily for the games in which the place of general 
assembly is inside the district being researched by the 
journalists or in several blocks from it. Even in this case, 
it can take more time if we take in account traffic jams or 
unexpected road situations.

The situation is rather different when the participants 
are to go to news offices placed in a remote area. Such 
a trip may take up to an hour and a half. Beside this, it’s 
possible that they need a special bus. It happens also 
that press conference or meeting with a specialist takes 
place outside the space of the game. Such activities 

should not be held too far, and it would be better to 
invite experts to your own territory.

In “Championship” a competitive aspect supported with 
various contests is known to prevail. Consequently, 
the game logic gets additional components, which 
affects the routes of the participants. “Championship” 
demands even more flexibility in information on-site 
accumulation and processing. For example, in one of the 
games we divided the urban district that surrounded 
the headquarter of the game into eight notional squares 
and marked them on the maps as targets to visit for 
journalist teams. As a result, every editorial team could 
arrive to its square in 5 minutes and begin the social 
analytic research of problem of graffiti on the house 
walls.

From the perspective of logistics, the “Business trip” 
format is probably the simplest. All participants and 
organizers go to a news office using the tested way, and 
at the place (for example, at the enterprise territory) 
they move, as a rule, along the route confirmed with the 
organization in advance.

14. How can you organize the migration of students’ groups during the game?
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Over the years of the educational game “Journalist”, the 
approaches and tools for creating journalistic materials 
have changed. The game has successfully moved to new 
rails and proved it’s being successful in the development 
of social journalism skills; the game is well guided at 
present by the wish of many people to instantly spread 
information in social networks. It is difficult to imagine 
team interaction, productive work and publication of 
materials without using the Internet. Our experience 
shows that the Internet is useful for the game and gives 
it the necessary dynamics.

Most likely, you will need1:
 f cloud-based file storage;
 f social network;
 f platform for publication of results.

Cloud File Storage
To organize the event, as well as store the information 
received and created, you need to select an Internet 
service that allows you to organize file sharing. These will 
be press releases, logos of partners, lists of participants, 

1 Internet services appear and disappear quickly. We will try to outline common principles, specifying  
only some tools that at the time of reading the present book can already become obsolete.

certificate forms and other materials. For this purpose, 
any cloud storage, such as Microsoft OneDrive, Google 
Drive or Dropbox, is suitable. But it is better if this service 
has at least minimal functions that facilitate the planning 
and organization of the entire game, the ability to enter 
contact information and compile task lists. At the time 
of this writing, the authors have opted for the cloud-
based OnlyOffice service, which schools and non-profit 
organizations can use for free. There it is easy to collect 
all the necessary files within the project and provide 
participants access to them.

Social networks
The participating teams need a platform for quick 
communication, saving notes and photos. With this 
function, social networks are quite manageable; they 
are easy to use from your mobile phone. It’s better if it’s 
an open group, in which participants are pre-registered. 
Using predefined hashtags, they can publish texts, 
photos, videos and live broadcasts from the event site 
to this group. It is easy to return to such travel notes 
later when composing the final materials. It is equally 

15. Which Internet services can be useful for preparing  
the final general publication?
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important that all participants and organizers see what is 
going on at their colleagues’ and are fond of the feeling 
of a common cause. We opted for Facebook and created 
a group of www.facebook.com/groups/journalistgame, 
but you need to take into account that the popularity of 
a particular network among adolescents may differ in 
different regions.

Platform for publication of results
The results of the work of young journalists should 
be published on the Internet so that they can be 
immediately accessible to participants, partners and 
parents. To do this, you can use social networks, but, in 
our opinion, they do not provide sufficient opportunities 
for registration and are not perceived as a source of 
serious long-term information. The latter is especially 

important for teams because they are trying to create a 
product and would like to see their work not lost in the 
huge stream of current news. That’s why it’s better to 
connect to one of the many blog platforms or create a 
website, links to which you can leave in social networks 
to reach a larger audience. It would be good if the site 
will provide an opportunity for joint editing, multi-level 
moderation of the material, so that editors or organizers 
can get acquainted with the material before publishing 
it. It is also convenient when the platform has a mobile 
application that allows you to work on the go. There are 
a lot of such platforms (including Blogger, Wordpress, 
Wix, Tumblr), but we chose Medium, it’s easy to create 
professional materials without too much effort. You can 
bind an account in Medium to your own domain and 
split articles into categories, as it is done on our page 
j.experts-edu.org.



Supporting of the participants  
during the game
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Perspectives
Subject perspectives of the research is a point of view, 
a definite mode of thought and perception suggested 
to the participants as a way to look at the action at 
the site, where the game takes place. In the context of 
social hermeneutics it is an attempt to defamiliarize 
routine which is to look at the routine as at something 
strange and unordinary, or, according to writer Victor 
Shklovsky, “to force the thing out of automatism of the 
perception”. Just that strangeness and amazement cause 
the contradiction, that becomes the starting point of the 
knowledge.

You can see below some examples of perspectives we 
use in the themed game “Mirror for the District” as 
typical variants of perspectives that can be used in a 
game of any type:

 f Historical background of the place
 f The most important object of the place
 f Historical style of the place
 f The enigma of the place
 f Genius Loci (the hero of the place)
 f Experiences of the place
 f Emotions of the place

 f Benefit of the place
 f All-time high of the place
 f Stupidity of the place
 f Halidom of the place
 f Personages (habitues) of the place
 f Inscription of the place
 f Chatting of the place
 f CdV of the place
 f Ruins (demolitions) of the place
 f Assumed future of the place

Certainly, you should not wait and demand the 
participants to follow these perspectives literally. 
However, during the hot-seat meetings of the editor 
staffs it’s important that the facilitators call the kids’ 
attention to the modes of perception. It is worth 
noting that the training using this technique of social 
exploration and interviewing can be held not only during 
educational game “Journalist” but also as a self-sufficient 
event, because it is only one of the elements of the 
game, albeit a key one.

The most free variant of the game is given above. In 
organization of your game you can move the focus on 
more narrow phenomenologic conditions. Below you can 

16. How can you help the participants to put interesting and meaningful questions?
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see several suggestions:

1. It is not necessary to prepare materials about the 
places you will visit in advance.

2. We strongly urge the organization representatives 
not to become guides in the places we visit, 
decisively not to tell the students anything all along 
but only to answer their questions. No questions — 
no information.

3. After the returni to the headquarter each 
journalist, as a rule, writes his/her own text and 
then represents it at the editorial meeting. After 
that the joint text of a page will be formed from the 
best perspectives (texts) of all participants.

4. Layout setting can be made by upperclassmen and 
not by adult specialists.

Listed above exploration perspectives are to be treated 
as a prompt and additional focus instrument, but not as 
a dogma. The most important is to organize the work 
under a shortage of information; this principle you 
should emphasize artificially. Apparently, we enclose in 
brackets “official information” and grown up narrative, 
leaving the participants with silent things and people 
that are on the site. Students are to work with all this 
now and here, basing only on their own personal 
meaning, and then are to express it in a text. Then 
they can share their impressions in a form of verbal 
presentation and the most interesting presentations 
may be printed. Censorship should not be professional 

or ideological but only ethic (for example, you can start 
a discussion whether they should not mince their words, 
and in which cases).

Trainings
Main types of journalist skills mini-trainings in the basic 
version of the game are the following:

1. tune-up in a form of mutual interviewing of the 
participants (beginning of a game day);

2. different role games (second half of a game day);
3. press-conference (second half of a game day).

In its turn, “Championship” has even more possibilities 
for such trainings. Essentially, trainings are built in 
different creative contests.
Other trainings built in the structure of game “Journalist” 
are not devoted to drilling of some special skills (for 
example, analytical or legal), but develop creative-
research potential, necessary for future specialist in 
every sphere. So we focus on communicative and 
assertiveness training. From copious literature devoted 
to these aspects of training we choose a fragment from 
well-known book by Kjell Rudestam “Experiential Groups 
in Theory and Practice”:

“Behavior rehearsal is the primary vehicle for skill 
training in the assertiveness group. The technique 
consists of role-playing a situation that has created 
or can be anticipated to create some difficulties for 
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the group member. Other group members and the 
leader participate by coaching and playing the roles 
of significant others in the interaction. In a structured 
group the leader might begin by introducing situations 
that are commonplace and likely to be troublesome for 
most nonassertive participants. Typical exercises draw 
upon both request and refusal responses. Examples 
include dealing assertively with salespersons, waiters, 
and garage mechanics, handling criticism and anger, 
and various conversational skills such as being 
attentive to information offered by others, giving 
and receiving compliments, self-disclosure, changing 
topics, breaking into or terminating conversations, and 
dealing with silences.

In the early stages of the group, situations are 
presented that constitute only low-level threats for 
the participants. One way to begin a large group, for 
example, is to have members make eye contact with 
one another introduce themselves, and then state 
what they liked about the other person’s introduction. 
As the group progresses, more challenging behavior 
rehearsals are introduced. Over time, most 
assertiveness-training groups become less structured, 
so that participants supply their own unique difficulties 
from the real world to role-play within the group. 
The role-playing, of course, somewhat resembles 
the content of a psychodrama session and, as such, 
bears the mark of Moreno’s work. The idea is not, 
however, to relive an emotionally charged experience 

for catharsis or emotional discharge. The scenes deal 
exclusively with assertiveness issues and building an 
adaptive behavioral repertoire.”

Certainly, during the game any training, including 
the communicative skills training, is associated with 
journalism anyway. Case in point is an interviewing tune-
up, which took place in the game “Mirror of the City” in 
Riga. On that day the participants got an opportunity to 
make a journey over state and community organizations 
of one of Riga municipal districts and to make a true-life 
newspaper about social and educational policy in the city 
based on gathered journalist materials.

Before the start of the game, as a tune-up, organizers 
gave each of the participants a card containing one of 
following questions:

1. What do you think, who will take care of you in 
your old age?

2. If you had much (very much) money, who would 
you help? In what projects would you invest your 
capital?

3. Does anyone who you know (or your relative) avail 
of state support? What is the subject of this need?

4. Are you ready to become a volunteer and to help 
for nothing - as an example - to the disabled who 
live in a care home? And if this work was paid well?

5. Have you experienced any cases when you yourself 
helped someone who had got into a hardship?
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6. Have anyone ever requested your help? Who was 
that person? What was your help needed for?

Then each participant interrogated the colleagues who 
were in the auditorium and answered their questions 
in turn. Such an interrogation lasted for about twenty 
minutes (everyone asked what he/she had managed). 
Then upperclassmen having got the same cards 
gathered together and in the groups they summarized 
the interrogation, discovered general trends and the 
most strange answers, prepared small summarizing 
reports to share their conclusions with the audience.
The role game on the topic “Journalist in the unusual 
circumstances” can become one more example of a 
training, built in a creative contest. The primary targets 
here include acquaintanceship of the teams, rehearsal 
for assertive behavior, development of journalist’s 
creative wits, drill of internal team cooperation.
The format of the game is a TV channel. Each team 
presents an editorial staff of some themed TV show, 
and journalists found themselves in special (fairytale) 
circumstances defined by the moderators. The following 
criteria for the participants were established:

 f Correspondence of the “TV show” theme with the 
theme of circumstances defined

 f Genre variety
 f Showmanship, presentation expressiveness
 f Correspondence with the original literature text in 
facts and meanings

As a game task the participants could pull out one of the 
next tasks:

 f TV show in the sort of “Plant life” themed on 
circumstances and action of Russian fairy tale “The 
Turnip”

 f TV show in the sort of “I challenge you to a duel!” 
themed on circumstances and action of Aesop’s 
fable “The Wolf and the Lamb”

 f TV show in the sort of “The housing problem” 
themed on circumstances and action of Russian 
fairy tale “Three Bears”

 f TV show in the sort of “Looking for adventures” 
themed on circumstances and action of part of the 
poem “On Seashore Far”

 f TV show in the sort of “The honest detective” (“The 
honest confession”) themed on circumstances and 
action of fairy tale “Little Red Riding-Hood”

 f TV show in the sort of “Special correspondent” 
(“Profession is reporter”) themed on circumstances 
and action of tale “Buzzy-Wuzzy – Buzy Fly”

 f TV show in the sort of “Dialogue of the governor 
with the city” themed on circumstances and action 
of Chukovsky’s poem “The Phone”

 f TV show in the sort of “Highway Patrol” themed on 
circumstances and action of Russian fairy tale “The 
Rolling Roll”
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Each of the tasks was accomplished by corresponding 
literature material. After having prepared for 30-40 
minutes teams appeared on the stage with their 
performances, and we had got a humorous practice in 
mythological journalism (as it often really is).

Short format genres
As a prompt for how they can present the information 
they’ve got in a literary form we used to give the 
participants handouts with description of some short 
format journalistic genres.
Why is it important? Different participants have different 
knowledge about basics of journalist work. At the same 
time, it’s impossible for the organizers to fill the gaps in 
journalist knowledge thoroughly. Indeed, it falls outside 
of semantic concept of the game, so we limit ourselves to 
prompts1.
Item – all facts are joined by a theme and are recorded 
simultaneously. The essence is concentrated in the first 
two-three phrases.

Reportage – quick information processing and event 
analysis. The event is described sequentially but the 
description can break off the real time stream. Effect 
of reader’s being at the place of the event is achieved. 

1 Certainly, it would be highly desirable that the kids just have had or planned to have some study in a young journalists school. In our practice we see that regular educational 
games help to rise the text quality and professional level of the participants. Simultaneously, a youth community of journalists form and they also improve their skills outside of 
the game. 

A reporter can cite records of other participants and 
witnesses of the event, but it will be used only as a 
quotation in the text, and the main role should belong to 
the author.

Interview – to a greater or lesser degree the 
interviewee’s point of view is presented. Overtly or 
covertly the correspondent’s position also appears. 
Forms of interview: conversation, dialog, monologue, 
polylogue, questionnaire, express-interview, micro-
interview.

Report – the fullest telling about a concrete event the 
author observed personally. Usually the narration is 
limited by spatial-temporal boundaries, covering the 
described event. The genre involves detailed elaboration 
of the event, representation of details according to 
the words and replies of protagonists, and active 
demonstration of the personal position of the author.

News item– exploration and description of a concrete 
social situation, system of facts, joined by well-seen 
cause-and-effect relationship or by unities of time, 
place, hero, and problem. Fact is a base of the text 
and a cause for an interpretation. Given: The authors 
discourse stemmed from generalization of described 
facts. Formula: thesis – argumentation – demonstration – 
conclusion.
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Comment - prompt response to an event that doesn’t 
make a claim for the exhaustiveness of the analysis. 
Centered on: item or fact posted earlier. Important: 
not quickness in the message transmission but an 
impression and a point of view at the event; flexibility 
in problem discussion and commitment to emotional 
response of the audience.

In article the narration depends on magnitude of facts 
and their variety. The sources can be very different. 
The text of article is built on a complex of states, 

speculations, judgments and deductions, in other words 
on a system of arguments, leaning on displaying of 
cause-and-effect relationship between separate facts. A 
conceptual construct must be developed.
Journalistic review – mix of news item, article and 
comment. Various data are used that enable making the 
narration polythematic.
Letter – personally-colored point of view to a problem. 
Formula: author – acute problem – receiver. Confidential 
conversational style.
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Before each game alongside with application form 
admission and participant registration list compilation, 
organizers form handout package, including:

1. Participant’s starting profile
2. Program of the game
3. Basic principles of news office operating
4. Exploration perspectives
5. Information sheet on short format journalistic 

genres

6. Log sheet
7. Itinerary list with contact information
8. Resulting participant profile

Examples of these materials are shown in Question No 30.

You can add to the package a pen and a notebook, for 
example, with some promotional information significant 
for the organizers. If it is not the first game, it could be 
a good idea to add the newspaper with the materials of 
the previous games as well.

17. What handouts are to be prepared for the participants?
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It’s important to see about those who will accompany 
groups in their travel to the news offices in advance. The 
process of the game depends heavily on their activity. 
Facilitators’ concern is not only to accompany kids in the 
unfamiliar places. It is crucially important for them to 
provide unobtrusive support for the participants at all 
stages of the game:

1. at the first editorial informational meeting, yet 
before the departure, to encourage getting to 
know the ready news materials and the chief editor 
choice;

2. during the travel not only to ensure safety, but also 
to call the kids’ attention to amazing and irregular 
things, to encourage them to ask questions as well 
as to explain to the representatives of receiving 
organizations that a half-an-hour lecture about the 
organization’s history can only hinder the game;

3. while returning to the headquarters to help 
the kids to remember the most vivid ideas and 
impressions that appeared during the work and 
that they would like to tell about;

4. if necessary - to take a role of a consultor, to 
remind of time constraints.

Obviously, the scope of facilitators depends on the 
concrete group of participants. The main principle of 

the work of the facilitators is that they should prompt 
if and only if the kids decisively have forgotten about 
something. They ought not to advance kids initiative but 
maintain a pause; not to preserve from errors but gently 
warn; not to instruct but empower.

In ideal, facilitation skill - unobtrusive control over the 
situation together with the participants - is to be trained. 
But it works well when you can construct the permanent 
facilitators’ team.

Many times we engaged students who were ready to 
work as volunteers to get some pedagogical or journalist 
practice, or invited educators in the additional education 
format. Sometimes for the role of the facilitators, we 
invited our particular friends who were interested to take 
part in a new and uncommon “side show”. Also, we have 
an experience of working with full-aged upperclassmen 
as facilitators.

While talking to potential facilitators it is important to 
define their functions, tell about the core of the subject 
(for further information please refer to Question No 4), 
specify time and spatial limits (walking and bus routes). 
It is also useful to prepare for the facilitators a common 
participant package, detailed itinerary list with contact 
information, a pen and a notebook (for they could fix 
their own impressions).

18. Who are the facilitators and what should they do?
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The key emotional moment at the final stage of the 
game is the presentation of certificates for the 
participants and testimonials for schools. In this 
regard, it’s necessary to prepare conforming formsheets 
and compose soft-form text pattern in advance. These 
papers are printed a day before the game or even at the 
time when you will have more or less definitive list of the 
participants and their schools.

Most significantly, you would thank the partners of the 
game - the organizations (enterprises, firms, museums, 
public offices), which embarked to put up the students, 

answer their questions and contact with them on equal 
terms. When such a cooperation arises, it’s a benefit 
for both sides: organizers get the partner for the 
further games and other educational projects, and the 
organization obtains reflection in mass media and a 
possibility to see itself from outside.

As a rule, on completing the game we print our thanks 
to the partners on the special blanks and pass them 
coupled with the newspaper release. Refer to the 
Question No 30 for all typography examples.

19. How can you thank the participants?
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When the participants have done the main part of 
the work and gather in the assembly hall to share 
their impressions with each other, an outside guest is 
usually invited. It will be better if he comes before the 
presentations of the teams, gets acquainted with the 
essence of the game and the first ready-made materials, 
listens to the stories of the game participants. As far as 
the main part of the game is over, an improvised press 
conference is held.

It is important that an invited person would be 
sufficiently known, active and likes communication. This 
can be:

 f a businessman working in a field close to the topic 
of the game;

 f a head or specialist in public relations of one of the 
partner organizations;

 f a journalist who knows the subtleties of the 
profession;

 f a representative of the authorities (of any level), 
competent in matters related to the theme of the 
game or working with young people in general;

 f an employee of the education sector;
 f just an adult person who is interesting and 
enjoying the authority among the participants.

Such a meeting at the end of a busy game day is very 

important. The participants get the opportunity to feel 
that the work they have done is of interest to others. In 
addition, they can ask questions accumulated during 
the day and get competent answers. The team brings 
a variety of impressions from the places of visiting 
and talking about them to knowledgeable adults, the 
participants can once again comprehend the new 
knowledge.

As a rule, the guest talks a little about himself, indicates 
areas that he is ready to discuss, and then the game 
participants ask questions. A facilitator is needed who 
directs the press conference and, if the teenagers are 
embarrassed or tired (this happens), helps them to 
tune. The challenge is to organize communication on 
an equal footing, not to let go to a simple summing up 
or evaluation of the results of the game. Each team can 
jointly prepare several questions that will help start a 
dialogue, because for many of the game participants this 
makes the first experience of such communication.

We must not forget that a significant guest can help 
organizers to popularize the game and attract new 
partners. The invited specialist, in turn, will have the 
opportunity to hear the opinion of teenagers who 
already look at him and his work quite differently, 
through the eyes of journalists who understand much 
more than before the game.

20. Who can be invited as a guest speaker and why?
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To analyze the content and the form of game process 
organizers are to use the resulting profile and to get 
the answers of the participants about their own game 
experience. (See the profile example in Question No 30) 
We abandoned more effective psychological techniques, 
including the projective ones, because at the end of 
game day the participants are usually tired and we have 
no possibility to expand time. In theory, you can use 
more advanced forms of self-report, if you can perform 
them in 30 minutes after materials have been sent to 
typography, or in case of the two-days game.

Let’s elaborate the results of resulting profiles analysis 
for 5 years. First, it turned up that phenomenal approach 
and subject perspectives effectively help participants 
to open new social, professional and personal edges. 
Second, the efficacy of the main principles of game 
organization proved out. We were especially glad to 
receive in several years a letter from the participant, who 
had entered the journalist department: “That experience 
helped me very much to come into being a little 
professional. I’ll be glad to be handy somehow”.

Here are some prominent participant reviews:
We half-opened undercover curtain of obvious things.

There were many interesting acquaintances, 
atmosphere of adventure.

Now I know the intrinsic of newspaper production.

I have learned how to take an interview and edit 
materials.

I’ve got a possibility to feel myself in the professional 
environment, take part in a press-conference, create a 
newspaper - it all was interesting and new.

I believe that after this game many participants will in 
future practice in the journalist sphere.

I’ve learned to be more direct in communication with 
other people, to see some details not seen at first 
glance.

The experience of talking to people at the street, 
visiting of some unusual places was very valuable.

Collaboration with my age mates, who are also 
interested in journalism was very important.

It was very interesting to work in a team, communicate 
with news offices staff, write articles within short 
timeframes.

The skill of working in a team with other people, 
gathering all information into integrated whole in a 
short time, expressing the ideas in desired format.

21. How can you make an analysis of the accomplished game?
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I’ve learned many new things today. After the game I 
treat the people of other nationality even better.

Team-work, new knowledge, actual theme, new 
viewpoint at the issue of tolerance.

I have known new types of people, have learned to 
communicate with them.

This game was interesting as we worked in different 
journalistic genres and in different situations. I think, 
many of us have understood which genre is akin to 
them.

Velocity, irregularity, visible feedback, demonstration 
of own gifts in different situations.

While reading comments in the profiles, one can 
discover such psychological aspects as cognition interest 
satisfaction, confidence building, understanding of own 
communicative and journalist skills development, some 
stage of professional identity, getting of experience of 
another performance rhythm. However, the reviews can 
hardly reflect the main - creative atmosphere, in which 
everyone could feel personal liberty and a sense of 
responsibility in the situation of game uncertainty.



Preparing of journalist  
materials
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While the participants create journalist materials all by 
themselves – maybe with the help of consultants – it is 
important to keep the balance between traditional-
routine and original-art in the verbal stylistics, 
between descriptive and explanatory in a manner of 
representation and types of text production. It is also 
desirable to have a gust of word aesthetics which will 
help to find the right place for the words in the text 
because that is what creates the intonational coloration 
of text.
The participants are not to be timid at the first steps of 

author’s publicity (game grants you right to mistake) or 
saucily try to be clever from hearsay. If they want to get a 
high-quality result of their work they should not follow a 
free stream of consciousness as well. Whenever possible 
they should shy away from thrusting of religious, political 
and scientific catchalls to a reader, even if the author 
himself is a fervent supporter of the idea. Authenticity 
grows from listening attentively and silently to the 
author’s own impressions from the place visited, then 
expressing them in a simple style and adjustment with 
probable co-authors from the journalist team.

22. How can you harmonize the playing and professional sides of a game?
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As far as we play an editorial team releasing a common 
publication then the game supervisor takes a role of 
chief editor. Consequently, organizers also can take 
roles of main layout designer, chief of photo service or 
other specialists. It entirely depends on imagination and 
possibilities of the colleagues.

It is important that in every journalist team somebody 
becomes an editor of a section (page), while the 
others make a layout, make proofs or work as staff 
photographers. And, certainly, nobody can imagine the 
edition without reporters and interviewers who provide 
the content of the page – journalist texts.

23. What roles do we have in an editorial team?
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Answering this question, we proceed from our 
experience, when the main product the participants of 
the game produce is a newspaper or materials for an 
Internet site. In other words, in our practice, the aim has 
been primarily a written text. In this case, as we indicated 
above, the products of the game can be also a radio 
broadcast, a video story, etc.

We deliberately do not talk about literary requirements 
(this can be learned from Language teachers). For us, 
the key is the structure of the text. The memo for the 
participants gives advice on what should be taken care of 
first:

Original title and subtitle. A very important part of 
the material, the task of which is to draw the attention 
of the reader from the first letters. To select interesting 
headlines in the journalistic brigade, you can brainstorm.

Lead before the text. Lead is the beginning of the main 
text, where two or three sentences speak about the 
essence of the publication. From these few phrases, a 
person decides whether he will read the article further. 
Try to make them unusual. You can start with a quote, 
a remarkable fact or the most important information. 
The design of the lead should be different from the main 
material.

Subheadings in the text. The solid text of page looks 
monotonous and is perceived worse. It is better to break 
it into sub-headings, thus obtaining several independent 
parts. And do not forget about paragraphs, so the text 
will become clearer and easier for the reader.

Quotes or intakes. Such elements allow you to diversify 
the page visually and additionally emphasize those 
thoughts that you consider particularly significant. From 
the point of view of technology, it is more correct if all 
such components are transferred to the layout designer 
in a separate text file.

Signatures and references. Do not forget to sign your 
materials and indicate sources of information.

Below we present an ideal version of the order of 
work on page layout, as introduced by our partner, 
professional layout maker and publisher Grigory 
Ivashchenko:

The organizers should develop a page layout of the 
publication in advance. It can be a framework, which 
is offered to all journalistic brigades for filling with 
their own materials. In this case, the design takes into 
account and studies all the possible types of graphic 
solution of the materials of this publication. The layout 

24. What should the participants get as a result?
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is prepared by editor-in-chief (the most experienced 
participant or the head of the game) together with the 
layout maker:

1. The editor determines the optimal amount of text 
on the pages, makes a list of headings, the type of 
headings and sub-headings.

2. The layout designer offers various options of 
fonts and design of all elements of the newspaper: 
heading (2 variants), subtitle (2 variants), sub-
heading (2 variants), lead, text (several variants of 
fonts from discharged to dense, author’s signature, 
tables, diagrams, signature under photograph or 
schemes, formats of advertising clichés). At the 
same time, there should not be many different 
designs, because then the style is lost.

3. The developed layout should be stored both on 
removable media (flash memory) and in the 

computer of the layout designer. It is necessary to 
save each new issue in a separate file.

4. Do not deviate from the layout, neither make new 
graphic elements or change the design frequently. 
If such a need arises, it is better to connect the 
changes with some event or holiday.

During the game, a layout for each page of the issue is 
better to be made separately. The main task at the stage 
of layout making and submission of the material is to 
attract and retain the attention of a reader at the time of 
reading the material. Journalists, editor and layout  
maker work together to achieve the aim. It is important 
that the editor and the reporter decide what can be 
placed in the material in form of a graphic object that 
attracts attention and complements the text with its 
content. That is why the bright reportage photo in the 
publication is valued on a par with the good journalistic 
text.
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Good photos are not less important than text. Thanks to 
them, a page becomes brighter and has a better chance 
of success with the reader. The photo editor should think 
of the reportage photos taken during the event, as well 
as of the photo archive with the universal illustrations.

An accurate choice of a story for a photo is helped by 
preliminary planning and discussion of the forthcoming 
work at the blitz meetings of journalistic brigades. 
The composition of a picture depends on a proposed 
genre of planned materials (where a genre is a form of 
semantic processing and delivery of information). Thus, 
interviews and reports imply close-ups of the heroes or 
some emotional moments of the process. Surveys and 
articles require general illustrations; sometimes they 
come up with allegories or abstractions.

Working with photos, it is necessary to keep the sources 
(the original pictures) before the release of the number. 
In this case, to improve quality of the image and its 
subsequent editing, the best option is to use the RAW 
format. We must not forget that in newspapers, as a rule, 
they use black and white images. Therefore, all photos 
should be immediately converted to black and white.

A professional layout maker should also have a photo 
archive: some operative at hand on the computer 
and more extensive one on removable media. The 

archive should be divided into sections and subsections 
according to the subject matter of the publication and 
the genres used. Examples of sections are portraits, the 
front page, the University of Latvia, the railway station. 
Today, a lot of popularity gain photobanks, where so-
called stock photos can be purchased by subscription.

In real life, the layout designer must necessarily 
coordinate with other specialists involved in the 
requirements for all possible graphic elements on the 
pages of the publication. These requirements must 
be written down and kept near a working computer, 
and also informed to all interested parties, including 
advertising customers or freelancers.

In our game, this means that if you invite a professional 
layout maker to operate at the game (instead of making 
the pages by forces of game participants themselves), 
you should make a special folder in the computer where 
all the photos will be stored in sections (with respect to 
the teams and correspondent editorial offices). From 
these folders, the editor of a particular page should 
select the illustrations and then send them back to the 
layout maker for final processing and placement in the 
layout. If a professional layout maker is not invited, a 
journalist team appoints a person responsible for the 
layout.

25. How to prepare photos?
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Of course, it is great to use own photos of the 
participants made during the visit rather than the 
photos from the photobanks or the open Internet. 
But in all cases, young journalists should be informed 
about copyright on photographs from the Internet, the 
importance of indicating the authors, and the need to 
ask permission to shoot on the spot.



Perspectives of the game

Over the past few years, a number of new game spreads and  
formats have been successfully tested, which made it possible to  
reveal its potential deeper. All such formats of the game can be  

fully considered as independent projects.
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In December 2010 the network project “School League 
RUSNANO” was launched in Russia. Its goal was to assist 
schools in developing ideas aimed at improving up-to-
date natural science education, actively involving young 
people in innovative processes, understanding what is 
happening in the field of nano industry, studying the 
technologies and markets, as well as providing early 
career guidance.

The rise of the league became the new stage of 
development of the “Journalist” game. So, we started the 
all-Russian distant games, which brought an alternative 
way of organizing, attracting participants and holding 
the game. The first remote game was called “Journalist: 
science and technology in the region.” It was attended 
by 29 school teams from schools in 10 regions of Russia: 
Novosibirsk, Belgorod, Ulyanovsk and Ulyanovsk region, 
Penza, Cheboksary, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Davlekanovo.

The main idea of the distant game was that each school 
that participates at the “School League” makes one or 
several teams at the same day (for example, at April,12th, 
the day of the first man’s flight to space), the teams 
visit enterprises or institutions of their city associated 
with high technologies, their popularization and use in 
modern industries. After that, based on the collected 
impressions, the game participants make a newspaper 

of several pages (one team - one page), and all the 
newspapers are posted on a public Internet resource in 
the shortest possible time.

As a result, we got a view of the situation with regional 
science and technology in the all-Russian perspective: 
participants from Novosibirsk or St. Petersburg learned 
about the development of technology in Cheboksary or 
Ulyanovsk with the help of journalistic texts written in 
figurative children’s language.

In a letter to the schools of the league, sent a month 
before the event, we proposed a mechanism that formed 
the basis for all the further distant games:

1. A school wishing to take part should appoint one 
of the teachers as a coordinator of the game who 
takes the main organizational tasks: negotiates 
with the places of visits, forms the teams of 
participants, appoints adult facilitators, receives 
the game task from the organizers, controls the 
delivery of the finished newspaper.

2. The places of visit must be specified at least 
one week before the game. These can be 
museums related to science, research institutes 
and laboratories, enterprises working with 
nanotechnology, IT companies, etc.

26. How to organize a remote game with the simultaneous  
participation of teams in different cities?
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3. Once this is done, the coordinator registers the 
team: sends an e-mail to the organizers, informing 
the number of teams, lists of their participants 
and places of visit during the game. The day 
before the start of the game, the organizers send 
the coordinator a package of game assignments, 
which they will transfer to the participants.

The game can last one or two days. In the first case, 
business trips and newspaper issues occur on the 
same day. This is a classic option, which most closely 
corresponds to one of the main principles of the game, 
“here and now.” In the second version, the texts are 
written the day after the visits to the correspondent 
editorial offices. The advantage of this option is that the 
game can be conducted after the lessons, the drawback 
is the inevitable decrease in the dynamics of the game.

On the day of the game, groups of schoolchildren 
across the country went on business trips to selected 
correspondent editorial offices, where they observed, 
recorded, photographed, interviewed employees and 
asked uncomfortable questions. In a word, they behaved 
like real journalists, who were gaining material and 
impressions, without which they could not make an 
interesting newspaper.

Upon their return to headquarters (in different cities), 
the teams processed materials, wrote articles and notes. 
Further, their texts were processed in different programs, 
from the simple Microsoft Word to the professional 
Adobe InDesign, turned into a newspaper page layout 

and went to print (and were distributed in the paper 
version to the game participants, host enterprises, local 
journalists, other interested persons). See the Annexes 
for examples of their work.

During the day, the coordinators were also required 
to forward the final papers to the organizers, so that 
the expert jury could select the best one and distribute 
the prizes. These newspaper pages were placed on a 
common Internet resource, which created a multi-page 
edition highlighting the theme of the game in various 
cities and villages of the country.

Since the distant “Journalist” was closely connected with 
the “RUSNANO School League” and its tasks, the content 
of the games was largely related to natural sciences, 
technology, education, business and entrepreneurship. 
During the organization of distance games, a unique 
combination of perspectives of view, focuses and small 
genres appeared, which we called the headings. Each 
time we asked participants to choose for their pages 
at least four headings out of the recommended ones. 
Presented here below, are the brief descriptions of some 
of the already played games and the headings developed 
for them.

I. Remote game “Journalist. Gadgets that 
change the world”

Description
The gadget is a device that performs a limited range of 
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tasks (specialized), characterized by small dimensions, 
connected via a standardized interface to more complex 
devices. As a rule, this is not any kind of device, but 
specifically an original, non-standard technical item.
Smartphones, phones, readers, players, tablets, 
navigators ... Continue the list yourself! Now it is 
impossible to imagine our life without these little things.
Our game will be built on the inductive principle: through 
the detail to the broader context. We suggest looking at 
this little everyday thing from different points of view:

 f technological (often these are the most 
complicated technical devices, creation of which 
has taken long and careful work of the team of 
professionals);

 f economic (international companies-giants in many 
respects build their business on the devices);

 f social (the gadgets radically affect our way of life);
 f cultural.

We will be interested in everything related to gadgets: 
where and how they are produced; where and how they 
are sold; who uses them and how?
In preparation for the game, we suggest finding places 
in your city that are related to gadgets in one way or 
another: sales offices, enterprises that produce them, 
laboratories in which they are developed and tested. 
The more interesting and non-standard places those 
locations will be, the more exciting will be the game for 
high school students.

Headings for the game featuring gadgets:

“Photosymbol”. A photo of what in your journalistic 
investigation was the most important, memorable, which 
most clearly reflects the theme of your material. It would 
be a good idea to add the photo with some written 
explanation of your choice.

“Technology”. A serious rubric for real engineers. How is 
this or that gadget constructed? What is its technological 
advantage over other devices performing a number of 
similar tasks? Find this out at your visiting site asking the 
professionals there or try to figure it out yourself.

“Society of the Hi-Tech era”. Interview the people 
around you or representatives of the place you go to: 
how do they think gadgets affect their lives? What has 
changed in life with the appearance of these little devices?

Or go from the opposite: what would happen to these 
people (or with you personally), if all our wonderful 
things suddenly stopped working? A lot of people 
would probably lose their jobs, someone’s lives would 
surely have been broken, people would have lost many 
opportunities. In a word, would the end of the world 
come? Or is it not so scary? Can we ever give them up?

“Infographics”. Replacement of the usual and  
wonderful rubric “Statistics”. Because, briefly, 
infographics are statistics in pictures. You come up  
with your own parameters of statistical data, based on 
the characteristics of your place.
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“Laboratory”. A heading for geniuses of technical 
thought. Have you or your friends ever created any high-
tech invention? Or maybe you thought about it, but could 
not, for various reasons, implement it in reality? Tell us 
about your experience or the experience of your friends.

“This place could be your advertisement”. Imagine 
the situation: you receive a real order for advertising the 
next gadget (for this rubric it’s better not to invent, but to 
take the actual one). During the advertising campaign it 
is necessary:

1. Find out who will be the main target group of 
consumers (who needs this thing most of all).

2. Find out how to demonstrate the benefits of this 
gadget at its best.

3. Understand why people will be willing to give a lot 
of money for the purchase of this device.

4. Come up with ads!

“From the editor”. Your personal opinion is a must, we 
are sorry! Emotional, imaginative, personal attitude to 
what the editor of the page has seen and felt during the 
research, and decided to convey to us as a separate line. 
It may not coincide with the opinion of the rest of the 
group.

“We worked on the material”. Dear participants of the 
game, please do not forget to put your names on the 
page. You are worthy of being mentioned in your own 
material.

II. Remote game “Journalist.  
Innovative spaces of the city”
Description
What is the innovative space in the logic of our game?

Innovation is not just the emergence of something new. 
Any phenomenon is innovative only if it is implemented 
in reality and this has changed the reality qualitatively 
as the result. The simplest example is the invention, 
development and implementation of the zipper by the 
team of American developers in the early twentieth 
century. More complex is the idea of a supermarket as 
a large universal store with a parking lot, located mainly 
outside the city, where the whole family comes once a 
week to shop (appeared in the 1930s also in the US).

It is known that in order for something new to be born 
and introduced, an infrastructure that supports this 
process is needed. Therefore, innovative spaces in our 
logic are specially organized spaces that contribute to 
the emergence of new ideas and create the conditions 
for the implementation of these ideas in some real 
business or product.

What are the innovation spaces? First, it is such a 
widespread phenomenon today as techno-parks 
and business incubators. These are complex areas 
that combine several types of activities (laboratories, 
production, exhibition spaces and offices) for greater 
efficiency, and are focused on creating the final product. 
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Most often they appear on the basis of old enterprises, 
due to which a new life arises in the old walls. Both 
business incubators and technology parks are specially 
designed in such a way that it is as easy as possible to 
create new knowledge and a new product in them.

Secondly, these are places that are not related to 
technology or production, like the lofts and creative 
spaces that are gaining popularity. These are art projects, 
which, as a rule, arise also in the walls of former factories 
and manufactures. There, under one roof, are exhibition 
and lecture halls, theatrical and cinema grounds, 
cafes, bookstores or libraries, hostels. That is all that is 
associated with the production of cultural products and 
the sphere of intellectual leisure. Experience shows that 
such projects often change the territory around him 
as well, from abandoned to becoming fashionable and 
visited, so the place creates a new point of attraction in 
the city.

Third, innovative spaces include unusual offices of 
companies in which special conditions for intellectual 
work are created. For example, offices of Yandex and 
Google provide an opportunity for employees to combine 
work and leisure in the same space.

An example of innovation can also serve as a 
combination of different activities in one place that 
changes qualitatively due to this development. Say, 

opening a cafe in a bookstore, where you can sit 
with a book and a cup of coffee. As far as the place is 
transformed, it becomes possible not only to buy but 
also to read and discuss books in cozy atmosphere. 
Thus, the bookstore turns into a kind of club, and the 
club immediately transforms life around itself, creates an 
intellectual environment. In St. Petersburg this idea was 
first realized by the Bukvoyed company and turned out 
to be really innovative; now more and more bookstores 
open coffee houses in their space, and the Bukvoyed 
itself holds numerous cultural programs at its cafes.

It is possible to give many examples, how an involved 
approach to the organization of space changes the 
atmosphere around it, as well as the environment, style 
of work and life of people. We are sure that it is possible 
to find that kind of places in almost any city.

We invite our young correspondents to visit such 
places and try to understand how they are arranged, 
whether or not they can be called innovative and what 
future expects these projects. Since such projects in our 
country are just starting to appear, we will be the first 
to describe and analyze the new trend from the point 
of view of the generation of future visitors (or, perhaps, 
creators) of such places. Perhaps, we will succeed in 
the common efforts to create a collective portrait of a 
new phenomenon that rises at the junction of creativity, 
business and living environment.
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Headings for the game about the innovative 
spaces of the city

“Photosymbol”. A photograph of what is most important 
in this place, without which the place certainly could not 
exist.

“Blogosphere”. With the development of the era of 
the global information space, any significant event is 
necessarily reflected on the Internet. A real journalist 
simply can not pass by this priceless source of 
information. Find the most interesting statements on the 
web about your visit place. Possible options: LiveJournal, 
Twitter, Facebook, VK. You can also use the search for 
blogs from Yandex.

“5 questions”. Any newspaper cannot be a real 
newspaper without interviews. This headings features 
answers to five of your questions addressed to 
representatives of the innovation space.

“Behind the scenes”. It happens that for various reasons 
people do not want to answer journalists’ questions. 
Well, they have the right! Nevertheless, tell the readers 

what your questions to the staff of the place were for 
some reason left unanswered?

“Photocomix”. Experience has shown that a simple story 
in pictures can tell more than a long, detailed article. A 
small story in pictures (photos) about an unusual object 
(or an interesting person) that you’ve seen at your 
innovation location.

“Economy of place”. It’s a serious heading. As we know, 
very little number of organizations can exist for a long 
time without funding. What is the economy of this place, 
at the expense of which it lives, what earns money for 
own existence? And which new ways of earning money 
could you see for them?

“Innovative space in numbers”. The size of the space 
in square meters, the height of ceilings, the number 
of computers per person, the average life expectancy 
of cacti in the office of the director, the percentage of 
red (or moustachioed) employees, the average number 
of coffee cups drunk during one brainstorm. In other 
words, any information in figures that you can only get. 
Remember that dry figures are often more eloquent than 
the most eminent facts.
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The St.Petersburg Educational Center “Uchastie” 
organizes and holds the educational game “Journalist” 
for all comers since 2005. As a rule, those high school 
students who want to practice in the basics of journalism 
and social analytics and develop their communication 
skills are invited.

What are the most promising themes for the game? 
In the first ten games, the themes were united by a 
common project “Mirror for the city”. In the role of 
journalists, the participants visited various institutions 
of several districts, such as shops, social services, 
museums, parks and squares, temples, a sports palace, a 
zoo, a market. They managed to get acquainted with the 
“kitchen” of seemingly ordinary things and routine social 
phenomena.

The routine environment suddenly revealed hidden 
nuances and images, incidents and unexpected 
perspectives worthy of a journalistic pen. The 
participants examined the infrastructure of the micro-
district, explored the problem of graffiti on the facades 
of houses and fences, analyzed the problems of the 
social ecology of a city, the sealing construction and 
preservation of the architectural and historical heritage. 
There were, for instance, excellent stories from the 
Tyumen region with visits to key social sites of the 

rural area, as well as to the activities of the school 
archaeological and ethnographic expedition.

In the next ten games, more and more participants made 
trips to factories and various industrial enterprises, to 
institutes and scientific centres, trying to understand the 
structures of regular and high-tech production that were 
not obvious to the children. The topic of high technology 
was in focus at the Riga series of games as well.

Thus, what is ahead? What’s new to expect from 
the game “Journalist”? It turns out that there is an 
undiscovered potential, which was originally laid in 
the methodology of the project. It is connected with 
the fact that journalism is only part of a more detailed 
study of the territory and people who inhabit it. This is 
a monitoring part of the current situation. A journalistic 
study of those reality cases allows us to open what the 
classic perspectives of the game reveal.

Aspects of perspectives can be varied and applied, for 
example, to study the spaces of the schools, finding the 
main idea of the place, its mystery, heroes, regulars, 
incomprehensible details.

It would seem, what’s the difference of this kind of 
research view from a simple everyday description? 
The fact is that if you just look at the school walls and 

27. How to conduct a sociocultural study and design  
the space of the school with the help of the game “Journalist”?
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often empty recreations, then, perhaps, not so many 
interesting things can be seen. But if you look at all this 
in some special perspective, then an interesting picture 
of school life suddenly appears. New perspectives not 
only open what does the place already have but also 
hint at the potential of its development from the point of 
view of design-ergonomic and educational-informational 
utility. Empty, dull and functional-only walls at once 
would be seen as welcoming to make them nice and 
pleasant, proceeding from the potential that would be 
found in them.

After that there comes a need for the second step, to 
make a new design of the space or update an existing 
one, create a project aimed at the future of any 
previously explored space. For the first time, the design 
model was tested in 2013 at the school No. 583 of the 
Primorsky district of St. Petersburg.

The first part of the game was as usual: the participants 
at the stage of warm-up were trained in interviewing 
each other, formed journalistic brigades and, with 
the given perspective outlines in their hands, went to 
investigate the school space, school extra-classroom 
interiors. As a result, short oral presentations with 
photographs were made, where the above perspectives 
were revealed.

Then went the design part. At first, the organizers 
showed and explained, which patterns of modern design 
and educational decor the school interiors exist. Next to 

the participants was the customer, the head of the school 
Anna Cherednichenko. She formulated the terms of 
reference for the design, indicating the possibilities and 
limitations, based on the regulatory requirements for 
operation of the building, the safety rules and financial 
resources.

As a result, participants from journalists turned into 
designers. They worked in the same groups as when 
visiting places, but the inventory changed: big sheets of 
paper, markers, colored paper, scissors, glue. Of course, 
it was only about ideas of projects, not calculations, 
sketches and feasibility studies. However, the ideas 
are sources of further development of projects, 
their analysis, discussion, agreement and approval. 
Schoolchildren, their parents, the administration and 
teachers will participate in this necessarily.

At the end of the day, the projects were presented at a 
special stand exhibition. Each participant of the game 
could consider the schemes and drawings, ask questions 
to the colleague-designers. The ideas were assessed 
by the participants themselves. They voted with three 
sticky notes, attaching them to the appropriate stands. 
Audience sympathy became visible. Further, all the 
interested in the future of the school were involved into 
the expert evaluation, creating a public commission 
under the guidance of the director, so the commission 
carried out the technical development of the best 
initiatives.
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What was extremely important, is that the director, as 
this had been promised before, allocated a grant to the 
best project, financial support for its implementation 
within the school.

Is not this the way to attract young people to local self-
government? Is not this the way to mastering what 
is usually perceived as “not my business”? We are 
convinced that it is possible to work with any territory 
that claims development in the proposed way.

Tatiana Myasnikova, one of the organizers of the game 
“Journalist” in the Yalutorovsk district of the Tyumen 
region wrote to us back in 2009 about the above 
potential of the game:

“We see that the prospect of the development of the 
project is far from simply repeating the scheme that 
has been worked out on all sorts of thematic lines. This 
technology is worthy not only of local application in-
dicating that young people in the countryside are en-
gaged in useful leisure activities. Although, perhaps, 
this is already a lot. However, the important social po-
tential of this technology is that it can become one of 
the effective means of inter-industry integration, that 

is, building up links between local self-government bod-
ies, agricultural industry, small business, culture, edu-
cation, public associations, and individual residents.

This technology can facilitate cooperation in analysis 
of current problems, design of ways to resolve them, 
implementation of relevant projects for development 
of local government and active participation of young 
people in it. Each village can become a center of such 
inter-industry integration. Each center can become a 
part of a network of interaction of settlements, for ex-
ample, in the development of local self-government, de-
mocratization of governance and education.

To support the initiative of young people means to de-
velop the feeling of a knowledgeable and caring owners 
of their small homeland in the participants, the feeling 
of a free and responsible citizen who really influenc-
es the immediate everyday world. If municipal entities 
participate in the work of local centers of inter-indus-
try integration, this will be a real step towards genuine 
democratization of local self-government”.

School, micro-district, municipal district, rural area, city ... 
What’s next?
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The educational potential of the methods of the 
educational game “Journalist” is very diverse and wide. 
Although of course the transition from the opportunity 
to reality is conditioned not only by the effectiveness of 
the idea but also by the relevant external socio-cultural, 
economic and educational context. Based on many years 
of experience, the authors see the various contours of 
the future project.

One of the promising ideas in the sphere of interaction 
between education and business has been implemented 
by us in the form of the program “Educational 
community “Pro-Profi” (“Together with professionals”).

The program is focused on the acquaintance of 
schoolchildren with specialists of various professions 
and joint participation with them in real responsible 
production activity in this professional sphere. 
The main idea of the program (and its main 
technological complexity) is that children master the 
main technological points of this production in the 
educational-game format (in the “here and now” mode) 
while participating in the real production process, 
becoming for the time colleagues of professionals.

It is clear that in an expanded form such a practice-
oriented program can provide pragmatic sense not only 

to career guidance activity but also to school courses in 
economics and sociology, management and marketing, 
journalism and public relations.

Another touch to the near future is the use of the 
educational game in the program of active recreation 
of adolescents in health camps, tourist rides in the 
open air and educational expeditions. In particular, 
the phenomenological approach and the structure 
of the game can be adapted to existing pedagogical 
developments in environmental education and local 
history.

In school and additional education, the “Journalist’s” 
operating time will be useful for productive cooperation 
and an increase of internal motivation of students in 
studying different subjects. As for natural science, the 
most appropriate to the cognitive abilities of the game 
are biology, geography and physics. “Gnoseodramatic” 
modeling of the worlds in these sciences is analogous 
to the definition of correspondent editorial offices in the 
classical versions of the game. In the field of science, 
with the help of the game, you can explore how the 
main scientific disciplines are represented in a particular 
region.

In addition to the educational potential of the 

28. What are the possible directions for development  
of the educational games “Journalist”?
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educational game “Journalist”, the game possesses 
social and design potentials as well. The game is capable 
of providing a useful interactive tool in diagnosing the 
resources of local government development. This can 
be very important that young people living in the given 
territory or arriving there as guests would be able to 
conduct such diagnostics. The ultimate goal of such 
a project is to create conditions for the formation of 
a networked self-government structure and improve 
quality of life by involving youth, officials and business in 
discussing a common future.
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The authors of the idea of the educational game as 
a resource for involving teenagers in a thoughtful 
exploration of their surrounding space are Valery 
Puzyrevsky and Mikhail Epshtein, employees of the St. 
Petersburg Educational Center “Uchastie.” They also 
worked out the technology of preparation and conduct of 
the game. For the first time, the game was held in 2005. 
Grigory Ivashchenko, the professional publisher, actively 
helped in preparation and conduct of the game. Since 
that time, the Center “Uchastie” has managed to train 
many colleagues in different Russian cities. The spread of 
the game was greatly facilitated by its holding in a distant 

format, co-developed together with Alexandra Tesakova.

Dmitrijs Vinogradovs and The International Association 
of Experts in Children Education on High Technologies 
(IACEHT), with the support of Dmitrijs Hromakovs, 
organized a number of “Journalist” games in Latvia and 
successfully attracted students from Estonian and Finnish 
schools to become its participants.

The present manual was prepared within the framework 
and with the support of the NordPlus Junior project 
“Educational Game “Journalist. A Mirror of a Region” 
(NPJR-2016/10369).

29. Who invented the educational game “Journalist”?
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30. Where can the examples of the 
documents, newspapers or certificates 

be viewed?

All records and sample files are available at  
https://j-en.experts-edu.org/annex.html
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Logos

Logos are available at  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/logo/

These logos can be used for presenting the game 
materials.

In this case, make sure to use the following phrase - “the 
game is based on the methodology of The International 
Association of Experts in Children Education on High 
Technologies”, where the organization name can be 
replaced with a graphic logo with the name.

Remember to send all the relevant information about the 
game to: offical@experts-edu.org.
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Promotional poster
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Invitation to organizations

This page is available at  
https://j-en.experts-edu.org/annex/318.html

Riga Purvciems Secondary School in collaboration with the 
International Association of Experts in Children Education 
on High Technologies (IAECEHT) supported by the Riga City 
Council Department of Education, Culture and Sports will pilot 
the educational game “Journalist - a Mirror of Riga 2016” for 
the students of 9-11 forms.
The date of the first game: April 22, 2016.
In the course of the game, the amateur journalists will visit 
several Riga organizations.
It is important that during this visit the students are able to 
study the organization site, facilities and premises, get the 
insight of its technological process and equipment, interview 
the employees or take some photos.
As a result, the students will come up with the journalistic 
articles and the best works will later be published in the 
media.
We would really appreciate if your organization becomes “a 
place to visit” within the framework of the educational game. 
Around 5-6 pupils are expected to form the group of visitors 
who would spend around 2 hours at the site.
We would welcome your assistance very much.
The programme and the report of the previous game have 
been attached.
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Invitation to the game

This page is available at  
https://j-en.experts-edu.org/annex/308.html

Creative pupils of forms 9-111 are being invited 
to participate in the unique educational game 
“Journalist. [title]” on 
[date]

Do not miss the golden opportunity to take a 
fascinating, career-oriented, playful journey into various 
organizations like [list of organizations] in [place] in 
order to produce a real newspaper!

(Educational game “Journalist” highlights: several 
amateur journalists from over [number] schools have 
already taken part in a number of game cycles that have 
been successfully piloted, their works being published in 
[list of media])

1 It is advisable to carry out surveys using tools like Google Forms, Microsoft Forms or 
equivalent.

The educational game provides the opportunity to:

 f try your hands as reporters, columnists and 
editors;

 f produce the article available for the people in 
[region] in collaboration with others;

 f become a publishing author;

 f figure out whether to major in journalism, PR, 
cultural studies, sociology, political science, etc.

The certificates will be issued to all the participants. The 
organizing committee of the educational game will send 
a letter of appreciation to the school.
The group of 1 to 10 students is being invited to take 
part in the game from a school (individual application 
possible).
The application to participate (indicating the name, 
surname, form, the name of the educational institution 
and the associated teacher’s contact number) must be 
sent via e-mail to [e-mail].
Game headquarters/head office address: [address]
The date and time of the game: [date and time]
For information, call: [the organizer’s telephone number]
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Participant entry form

This page is available at  
https://j-en.experts-edu.org/annex/301.html

Educational game “Journalist” Participant profile1

Please give us your name and surname:

1. What do you like most about the work of a 
reporter?

2. Have you got any journalistic experience? (When? 
where?)

3. Have you ever taken part in journalism-oriented 
educational games?

4. What individual personality traits and 
characteristics do you find useful for journalists?

5. Would you like to have a more profound training in 
journalistic theory and practice?

6. Please state your contact information (phone and 
e-mail) for possible further cooperation:

The organizers are grateful for your commitment to 
participate in the game!

  

1 It is advisable to carry out surveys using tools like Google Forms, Microsoft Forms 
or equivalent.
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Press release

Riga Students Visiting High Technology Enterprises

April 18, 2016

The information has been provided by Dmitry Vinogradov, 
Riga Purvciems Secondary School vice-principal.

On April 22, 2016, 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Riga Purvciems Secondary 
School in collaboration with the International Association 
of Experts in Children Education on High Technologies 
(IAECEHT) supported by the Riga City Council Department of 
Education, Culture and Sports will commence the fifth cycle 
of the educational game “Journalist. Riga – a city of High 
Technologies” for secondary school students.

“We continue the study of the city in the spring cycle of the 
game. This time, within the educational game “Journalist. 
A Mirror of a Region”, the students will take a fascinating 
journey into the world of technology. The goal of our project 
is to tell the students about the urban modern high-tech 
enterprises and to give the children an idea of different 
professions. Apart from Riga Purvciems Secondary School, the 
project engages Riga Secondary Schools No. 34 , 80, Rinuzi 
Secondary School, as well as Riga Secondary School Oswald”, 
explains the IAECEHT expert and one of the organizers of the 
event, Mikhail Epstein.

The students involved will be able to get the insight of the 
functioning of several manufactures which use the latest 
scientific developments and thus contribute to the city life and 
progress, while providing Riga citizens with job opportunities 
and increasing municipal budget tax revenues. These are 
“Grindeks JSC”, “Elme Messer L LLC”, “Sran-Tooling LLC”, “Mass 
Portal LLC” and “WMT Baltic LLC”. Each group of students 
will get the necessary information in order to come up with 
a journalistic article on one of the relevant enterprises and 
report on associated professionals afterwards. Their works 
will be evaluated by the experienced journalists and the best 
works will later be published in the media.

“It is important to give the youngsters an idea of different 
professions available for them after school graduation. The 
students get a thorough understanding of the work of these 
enterprises. As a result, the project prepares young people for 
their adult roles and responsibilities, which is challenging”, 
Riga Purvciems Secondary School principal, Yuri Klyukin, 
reported.

Additional Information:

Dmitry Vinogradov
Riga Purvciems Secondary School deputy principal
dmitrijs.vinogradovs@rpg.lv | +371 29565016
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Game programme

The file for editing is available at  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/programma.docx
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Itinerary for the accompanying  
persons

This page is available at  
https://j-en.experts-edu.org/annex/307.html

Location of correspondent’s offices and educational 
game “Journalist” accompanying persons ([date], 
[location])

Correspon- 
dent’s office

Participants Correspon- 
dent’s office 

address 
and contact 
information

Accom- 
panying 
persons

1. [name] [team: name, 
surname, 

school, phone 
number] 

[organization 
address, name 

and phone 
number of 
the person 
welcoming 

party] 

[name, 
surname, 

phone 
number]

2.

3.

4.

5.

Game headquarters: [address]

Game coordinator (manager): [name], [phone number]
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Main principles of work at the  
correspondent’s office

This page is available at  
https://j-en.experts-edu.org/annex/303.html

Basic principles of the work at the correspondent’s 
office at “Journalist” educational game

 f to get the most out of limited resources;
 f special focus on each and every detail (major or 
minor) at the site;

 f try to feel the place not only in the group but also 
individually;

 f write a few lines right on the spot;
 f having felt the place, scribe away your thoughts 
and feelings boldly on a page;

 f do not leave the correspondent’s office without 
notifying senior supervisor;

 f make the best use of participation in the 
educational game to develop journalistic skills.
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Main aspects of journalistic  
inquiry

Print-ready files are available at  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/inquiry.pdf
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Hashtags for social networks

The file for editing is available at  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/hashtags.docx
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Checklist

Print-ready file is available at  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/checklist.pdf
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Printing newspaper units when  
e-publishing (online)

The following files (available for editing) have been 
printed out on both sides of A4 paper for this 
e-publication https://j.experts-edu.org/tagged/economy:

Page 1: http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/1page_online.pub

Page 2: http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/2page_online.docx

The participants will get the front page and the list of 
links printed only when e-publishing.
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Traditional newspaper

The front page file for editing is available at  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/1page.pub

Various newspaper samples are available at  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/gazety/

ЗЕРКАЛО ДЛЯ ГОРОДА 22 апреля 

2016 года Рига – город высоких технологий 

В НОМЕРЕ: 

Стр. 2 

Стр. 3 

Стр. 4 

Стр. 5 

© International Association of Experts in Children Education on High Technologies (IAECEHT), www.experts-edu.org, 2016 

Благодарим 
Департамент образования, 

культуры и спорта  
Рижской думы  

за поддержку этой игры! 

Стр. 6 

Хотя бы изредка смотреться в зеркало 
важно не только людям, но и городу. И городу 
полезно знать, каким он видится глазами  
подростков. А ребятам, в свою очередь, важно 
научиться на привычное смотреть непривыч-
ным способом: видеть в, казалось бы, простом 
и повседневном необычное, таинственное, 
удивительное. Вдумчивая журналистика – 
один из таких способов.  

 
«Каждый должен заниматься своим делом», - кто-

нибудь скажет несколько раздраженно, если ему пред-
ложат заниматься тем, в чем он чувствует себя не 
успешным и не талантливым. А в чем он успешен и 
талантлив? Вот собственно этот вопрос и является 
вопросом о склонности к той или иной профессии. Ну, 
а ведь склонность подразумевает, хотя бы некоторое 
знание, или как говорят теперь в синергетике – притя-
жение, аттрактор, то куда по склону тянет доехать… 
На сноуборде?  Стоп, стоп – в данном случае не на 
сноуборде, а с помощью игры «Журналист». 

 
Игра «Журналист. Зеркало для города» вновь 

предлагает ее участникам –  ученикам 10-12 клас-
сов разных школ –  приключение: попробовать 
всего за один рабочий день сделать газету, отра-
жающую их взгляды и мысли, их ощущение го-
рода, впечатления о людях его населяющих. 

Каждый раз участники игры за один рабочий 
день посещают различные предприятия и орга-
низации, затем готовят журналистские материа-
лы и верстают несколько полос настоящей газе-
ты по принципу «одна команда –  одна полоса». 

 
То есть проверить свою склонность к той или иной 

профессии не только полезно, но и приятно. Полезно, 
не только ради будущей зарплаты или получения 
прибыли в компании, но и для того, чтобы родной 
город, страна, твои друзья, родители и просто окру-
жающие люди чувствовали себя достойно и спокойно, 
уверенно и счастливо в обычно неспокойном окру-
жающем мире. Приятно  же, не только потому, что 
проверять свою склонность к той или иной профессии 
можно теперь в игре «Журналист», но и потому, что 
есть все больше профессий из области высоких техно-
логий, а с высокого места и склонность ощущать 
приятнее и круче. Вот в этот раз вполне можно со-
вместить приятное с полезным. То есть осознать свои 
склонности можно в выявлении и рассмотрении про-
фессий, таящихся в том или ином предприятии, кото-
рые предстояло ребятам посетить. 

 
Уверены, что встречи с людьми, владеющими 

теми или иными профессиями, наблюдение за 
тем, как устроена их работа, неформальное об-
щение с профессионалами, разговоры об их от-
ношении к происходящему помогают школьни-
кам расширить диапазон своих личных представ-
лений о возможной карьере и взглядов на уст-
ройство жизни. Такой опыт весьма ценен при 
выборе собственного жизненного и профессио-
нального пути. 

 
 

22 апреля 2015 года к проекту присоеди-
нились ученики пяти школ: Пурвциемской, 
80-й и 34-й, Рижской Ринужской школы и 
школы им. Вильгельма Оствальда города 
Риги. 

В этой игре ребята посещали высокотех-
нологичные предприятия города, изучали 
современные профессии — какие из них сего-
дня актуальны, востребованы, интересны и 
полезны людям.  

 
Журналистика (кстати говоря, еще одна 

профессия) позволяет лучше вникнуть в си-
туацию пространства, где разворачивается та  
или иная работа, примерить на себя различ-
ные виды деятельности.  

В процессе игры ребята попробовали себя 
в роли корреспондента и фотографа, аналити-
ка и редактора. Им удалось побороть собст-
венную робость, интервьюируя незнакомых 
людей в непривычных местах, и создать жур-
налистские тексты, что называется, «прямо с 
колес». 

  
От такой возможности – увидеть, как твои 

впечатления и мысли за краткое время игры 
преобразуются в опубликованный текст, –  
захватывает дух. Но это позволяет почувство-
вать ответственность за сказанное и тем бо-
лее написанное слово.  

Теперь читателям предстоит судить о том, 
получилось ли у ребят за столь короткое вре-
мя познакомиться с новыми профессиями, 
найти в них что-то необычное, таинственное, 
важное и интересное, а затем рассказать о 
своих впечатлениях так, чтобы это увлекло 
других людей. 
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Certificate of participation

The file for editing is available at  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/certificate.pub
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A letter of appreciation to  
organizations

The file for editing is available at  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/recognition.pub
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Participant feedback form

This page is available at:  
https://j-en.experts-edu.org/annex/306.html

Participant feedback form: Educational game 
“Journalist”, held on [date] in [place].1

(use the language which you prefer)

1. Your name

as it appears on your passport

1. Your surname

as it appears on your passport

1. Your e-mail

you will receive information on the publications of the 
articles about the game and your works to this e-mail 
address

1 It is advisable to carry out surveys using tools such as Google Forms, Microsoft 
Forms or equivalent.

1. Specify the school you represent

2. List the organizations visited

3. Have you learned more about the [region] in the 
course of the game? Yes | No

4. Have you learned more about the role of business 
enterprises in the life of the [region]? Yes | No

5. In your view, what was the most valuable in 
the game that contributed to your journalistic 
experience?

6. What were some downsides of the game? What are 
the proposed changes in the preparation process of 
the games like this?

7. Would you like to take part in similar games in the 
future? Yes | No

8. Do you agree with the review and analysis of the 
publications delivered at a press conference?

Support your answer

Any other questions to the organizers of the game?

Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your 
valuable feedback on the game!

We wish you all the best!
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News Report

News report published in January, 2015:  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/freecity.pdf

“Free City Magazine” (“Открытый город” Riga, Latvia) 
which was a media sponsor of several games has 
published the news reports about the game and the 
works of students.
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ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТ 
Текст: Кристина Моркане. 
Фото: предоставлены участниками проекта

У
влекательный проект, 
побудивший учеников 
рижских школ другими 
глазами взглянуть на 
свою родину, прибыл к 
нам из… России. Один 

из его авторов — педагог, директор 
небольшой частной школы Санкт-
Петербурга и эксперт организации 
International Association of Experts in 
Children Education on High Technologies 

(IAECEHT) Михаил Эпштейн. Игру в 
журналистов для школьников старших 
классов он вместе с другим соавтором 
Валерием Пузыревским и их коллегами 
практикует с 2005 года. 

От Латвии до  
Германии и Франции

За десять лет к проекту подключи-
лись ребята из более чем семидесяти 
городов и регионов России. В этом году 

ШКОЛЬНЫЕ 
ИГРЫ ПО-
ВЗРОСЛОМУ
Оказывается, латвийские товары высоко ценят 
американское космическое агентство NASA и французский 
Лувр. Об этом старшеклассники узнали в ходе деловой 
игры «Журналист», которая проходила на базе Рижской 
Пурвциемсской средней школы. Да и учителя признались, 
что для них многое стало открытием.

деловая игра «Журналист» впервые 
обрела международное звучание. 
Михаил Эпштейн собрал зарубежный 
«корпункт» в стенах дружественной 
Рижской Пурвциемсской средней шко-
лы. Кроме учеников этой школы к игре 
также подключились старшеклассники 
40-й и 34-й средних школ Риги и двух 
учебных заведений эстонской столицы 
— Таллинской гуманитарной гимназии 
и Таллинского Линнамяэского русско-
го лицея. 

В следующем году деловую игру 
готовы перенять Германия и Франция. 
Скорее всего, на этом этапе репорта-
жи будут уже писаться на английском 
языке. Это даст возможность всем 
участникам практиковаться в зна-
нии иностранных языков и наладить 
международные контакты. 

В этом же году старшеклассники 
балтийских столиц получили возмож-
ность исследовать устройство пяти 
рижских производств, на которых 
используются высокие технологии 
и собственные научные разработ-
ки: AS «Grindeks», AS «Sidrabe», SIA 
«Groglass», SIA «Mass Portal», SIA 
«WMT Baltic». Причем на предприятия 
школьники явились не в качестве 
праздных экскурсантов, а в ранге… 

Анна Гутцайте из 
34-й школы увидела 
в волшебном стекле 
свое будущее.
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Главный урок — жизнь. Надо уметь приглядываться к ситуациям вне 
школьных стен, вслушиваться в людей — познавать реальную жизнь.

любопытных журналистов. С целью 
создать интересные репортажи.

«Важно дать ребятам представле-
ние о различных профессиях, которые 
они смогут выбрать после окончания 
школы. Приглашая участников на-
шего проекта на ведущие латвийские 
предприятия, мы надеемся заинтере-
совать их сферой высоких технологий 
— самым перспективным на сегодня 
направлением. Кроме того, они по-
лучат возможность попробовать себя 
в роли корреспондента, обозревателя, 
редактора и специалиста по связям с 
общественностью», — пояснил дирек-
тор Рижской Пурвциемсской средней 
школы Юрий Клюкин. 

Дети не знают, где живут
«У нас ничего хорошего нет, надо 

валить из этого города (региона, 
страны)!» — такую фразу за годы своей 
педагогической практики Михаил Эп-
штейн слышал не раз и не два. И всегда 
огорчался: ну почему дети так уверены, 
что все лучшее находится где угодно, 
только не на соседней улице. 

«Работая в системе образования, 
мы с думающими коллегами выявили 
три ее слабых места, — рассказыва-
ет Михаил. — Обучение в школах 
построено так, что ребята остаются 
вне контекста жизни своего региона, 
не интересуются его проблемами и 
достижениями. Школа не обсуждает 

такие темы с учениками, а родители 
зачастую сами не видят дальше своего 
дома и офиса. Это обидно. Все же 
хочется растить людей, заинтересован-
ных в развитии родной земли во всех 
ее ипостасях...

Вторая проблема — школьники по-
нимают процесс обучения так: «сложил 
ручки на парту, и слушай учителя». 
Но ведь главный урок — жизнь. Надо 
уметь приглядываться к ситуациям вне 
школьных стен, вслушиваться в людей 

Руководитель 
эстонской делегации, 
завуч Таллинского 
Линнамяэского 
русского лицея 
Светлана Янчис 
призналась, что 
поездка оправдала 
себя «не то, что на 
100%, а на все150!» 

Замдиректора Пурвциемсской средней школы Дмитрий Виноградов и школьная 
дума, которая помогала в организации и участвовала в эксперименте.
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Игра идет по-честному, поэтому 
необходимое условие — публикация 
школьных текстов во взрослом изда-
нии. Тогда у детей есть мотивация де-
лать все без расчета на снисхождение. 
«Детский взгляд может быть наивным, 
неумелым, упрощенным, — считает 
Михаил. — Но зачастую участники 
нашего проекта видят реальные про-
блемы и смотрят на ситуацию с самых 
неожиданных ракурсов». 

Игра помогла изменить школу
«Конечно, мы не перевернем их со-

знание, но на некоторый сдвиг надеем-
ся, — уверен Михаил Эпштейн. — Для 
нас не самоцель вырастить великих 
журналистов, хотя несколько людей 
этой профессии из проекта уже вышли. 
Главное, чтобы дети увидели, сколько 
разных возможностей предоставляет 
мир вокруг них».

Первые победы на счету проекта 

— познавать реальную жизнь. В том 
числе реальные профессии, за которы-
ми стоят реальные люди. А учителя, 
при всем моем уважении к ним, не 
являются образами разных профессий. 
В лучшем случае — только профессии 
учителя. 

Третье слабое место: сегодняшнее 
школьное обучение сильно оторвано от 
практики. Цель всей школьной жизни 
— будущие экзамены: надо их сдать, 
потом куда-то поступить и лишь тогда, 
может, до реального дела доберешься. 
Ребята не знают, для чего они изучают 
разные предметы, понадобится ли это 
им в дальнейшем. У них нет своего 
дела, за которое бы они отвечали». 

Михаил Эпштейн и Ко придумали 
формат, который помог бы укре-
пить слабые места образования. Так 
появилась идея экспресс-репортажей 
из мест, которые могут быть инте-
ресными для детей с практической и 
познавательной точки зрения. Игра в 
журналистов позволяет им не стес-
няться и задавать каверзные вопросы, 
а не только слушать. Чтобы сделать 
репортаж интересным, они обращают 
внимание на детали, которые на экс-
курсии даже не заметили бы. Общаясь 
с людьми на рабочих местах, они могут 
примерить на себя разные профессии. 

ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТ 
ШКОЛЬНЫЕ ИГРЫ 
ПО-ВЗРОСЛОМУ

Михаил 
Эпштейн 
раздает 
задания.

Ребята побывали и на одном 
из крупнейших латвийских 
предприятий — Grindeks.
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Авторы: Лаура 
Истоминова, Дарья 
Маркушевска, Алина 
Федорцова, Алина 
Федорова, Василиса 
Ринкевича.

Нам улыбнулась удача 
побывать на произ-
водстве Mass Portal. 

Мы посетили просторные 
помещения и оказались в 
окружении необычных фи-
гур, которые были... всего 
лишь напечатаны. 

Каждый человек инди-
видуален, и каждый хочет 
создать вещь своей мечты, 
которая будет нужной 
формы, любимого цвета 
и идеального размера. В 
80-х годах прошлого века 
родилась идея создания 
3D-принтера, а 5 лет на-
зад у каждого мечтателя 
появилась возможность 
приобрести это чудо 
техники! 

Если сильно 
захотеть, можно в 
космос полететь! 

Жил-был парень по 
имени Юрис Клява, с 
большими амбициями и 
безграничными возможно-
стями. Учился на психоло-
га, стал парикмахером, а в 
результате создал первый 
в Балтии 3D-принтер. Этот 
рассказ доказывает то, что 
в наше время возможно-
сти человека безграничны 
и любые мечты могут стать 
реальностью. 

«Почти все 
слышали об 
этом, но не 
предполагали, как 
это выглядит»

Mass Portal создал уни-
версальный 3D-принтер 
для общего пользования. 
Мы даже и не представ-
ляли, какие возможности 
открываются перед нами с 
этой высокой технологией. 
Современный человек 
может стать дизайнером 
собственной мысли. В 
домашних условиях теперь 
можно изготовить 
чехол для телефона по 
собственному эскизу, 
удобную форму для 
печенья, сломанную 
детальку, если ее нигде 
не найти. Единствен-
ное, что для этого 
потребуется, — любая 
графическая програм-
ма и фантазия! 

Нанотехнологии 
— это вам не 
шутки!

Многие люди еще 
не понимают преиму-
щества 3D-принтера, 
но сегодня выяснилось, 
что в ближайшем 
будущем появится 
возможность не ждать 
неделями купленную 
нами в интернет-
магазине вещь, а 
скачать ее из Интерне-
та и моментально рас-
печатать, прямо у себя 
дома, будь то одежда 

или бытовая техника.
Проведя день в компа-

нии настоящих создателей 
будущего, мы поняли, что 
идеи, которые живут в 
каждом, могут стать идеей 
масштабного бизнес-
проекта. Нас вдохновило 
абсолютно все, что нас 
окружало: изобретате-
ли, иногда совершенно 
необычные вещи и просто 
душевная атмосфера во-
круг. Нанотехнологии — это 
не будущее. Это настоя-
щее! 

уже есть. В одной из школ Санкт-
Петербурга с помощью игры удалось… 
частично реформировать учебное 
заведение. «Юные журналисты иссле-
довали тему, чего не хватает дизайну 
школы. На первом этапе вскрылось 
несколько проблем. На втором ребята 
предложили свои проекты по улуч-
шению, а лучший — уютный уголок 
для учеников младших классов — был 
профинансирован. Администрация 
школы была готова к честному диа-

логу с учениками. А в другой школе в 
подобной же ситуации директор не по-
шла навстречу. Что ж, в жизни бывает 
и так». 

В другом журналистском исследо-
вании дети погрузились в экономику 
города. Путешествовали по разным 
предприятиям и пытались понять, как 
устроена их схема изнутри. Были игры, 
в которых школьники познавали рабо-
ту социальных служб или обсуждали 
жизнь разных национальных общин 
Питера: ходили на азербайджан-
ский рынок, в еврейский культурный 
центр… 

Михаил Эпштейн довел игру до все-
российского уровня, когда связь между 
школами разных регионов осуществля-
ется дистанционно. Результаты отра-
жаются в интернет-издании проекта. 

Боремся с раком  
и украшаем Лувр

Перед замдиректора Рижской Пурв-
циемсской средней школы Дмитрием 
Виноградовым была поставлена непро-
стая задача: найти в Риге предприятия, 
которые используют высокие техноло-
гии и научные разработки, и получить 
туда приглашения. Выяснилось, что ни 
учителя, ни школьники до недавнего 
времени сами не ведали о существова-

Первые победы на счету проекта уже есть. В одной из школ Санкт-
Петербурга с помощью игры удалось… частично реформировать 
учебное заведение.

Жил-был парень 
по имени Юрис 
Клява, с большими 
амбициями и 
безграничными 
возможностями. 
Учился на 
психолога, стал 
парикмахером, а в 
результате создал 
первый в Балтии 
3D-принтер.

БУДУЩЕЕ НАСТУПИЛО 5 ЛЕТ НАЗАД
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GroGlass — предприятие по произ-
водству «невидимого» стекла, чья 
продукция популярна по всему миру.

Во времена СССР возле завода 
GroGlass располагался институт вакуум-
ных покрытий, специализирующийся на 

стеклах для скафандров. 
Однако компания сильно 
зависела от заказов 
— у нее не было своей 
программы произ-
водства. Инвесторы, 
рассчитавшие убытки от 
такой политики, решили 
поставлять стекло как 
самостоятельный товар, 
положившись на его ак-
туальность и эксклюзив-
ность. И не прогадали! 

Сразу после откры-
тия завода появились 
иностранные клиенты. 
Голландцы, как известно, 
занимаются выращи-
ванием теплолюбивых 
культур. Для этого нужны 
теплицы. А для того, 
чтобы количество урожая 
было больше, их вы-
годнее делать из особого 
стекла, пропускающего 
почти 100% солнечного 
света. Здесь-то и пригоди-
лись технологии будущего 
GroGlass. 

Но через некоторое 
время наступил эконо-

нии большинства из наших высокотех-
нологичных флагманов. 

«Оказалось, нашему городу есть чем 
гордиться на международном уровне, — 
восторгались во время презентации сво-
их репортажей школьники. — Мы даже 
не подозревали, что у нас есть такие 
предприятия и такие перспективы». 

Ребят разбили на пять команд (в 
каждой — по одному представителю от 
каждой школы), снабдили инструкция-
ми и отправили делать репортажи по 
пяти адресам. 

О результатах журналистских рас-
следований ребята доложили в устной 
и печатной форме, издав по итогам дня 
газету «Зеркало». Вскрылись удиви-
тельные факты. Например, что завод 
Gro Glass поставляет свое антибли-
ковое стекло для обрамления картин 
в Лувре. Компания Sidrabe создает 
вакуумные машины для NASA. Mass 
Portal выпускает принтеры, которые 
в 3D-формате печатают инструменты 

Генри Форд говорил: «Есть три шага поиска работы: 
пойми, что тебе нравится, научись это делать лучше 
всех и найди того, кто за это будет платить».

ЭКСПЕРИМЕНТ 
ШКОЛЬНЫЕ ИГРЫ 
ПО-ВЗРОСЛОМУ

и элементы дизайна, а в перспективе 
новаторы подумывают о тиражирова-
нии… человеческих органов. Фарма-
цевтическое производство Grindex 
производит уникальные противорако-
вые и сердечно-сосудистые препараты, 
созданные в Риге. WMT Baltic делает 
необычную рекламную продукцию, 
востребованную во всем мире.

«Если до нашей игры многие дети 
были уверены, что в Латвии ничего нет 
и надо отсюда уезжать, то эти компа-
нии дали им понять, почему по три 
года они не могут закрыть некоторые 
вакансии, — с улыбкой рассказывает 
Михаил. — Значит, есть возможность 
найти профессию по интересам и в 

своей родной стране».
 

Эстонско-латвийский союз
Не меньшей радостью для подрост-

ков стало общение со сверстниками из 
Таллина, которые после мероприятия 
остались ночевать в Риге в семьях сво-
их новых друзей, а наутро еще и совер-
шили экскурсию по Старому городу. 

Руководитель эстонской делегации, 
завуч Таллинского Линнамяэского рус-
ского лицея Светлана Янчис призна-
лась, что поездка оправдала себя «не то 
что на 100%, а на все150! Посмотрите, 
как горят у наших детей глаза! А ведь 
мы выехали в 6 утра, причем неко-
торые от волнения перед автобусом 

СТЕКЛО-
НЕВИДИМКА
Авторы: Варвара Мананникова, 
Александра Решетникова,  
Элина Третьяк, Анна Бараташвили, 
Паула Щербинина, Никита Булахов.
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Авторы: Артем 
Кисляков, Анастасия 
Орлова, Анастасия 
Додельцева, Ирина 
Ворошилова, Роберт 
Шютц, Виктория 
Кравченко.

Все люди — разные, 
и у каждого свои 
потребности. Одни 

заказывают посуду с 
напылением из кремния, 
а другие строят дом из зо-
лотых кирпичей. Именно 
для таких эксклюзивных 
заказов и существует 
корпорация Sidrabe.

В компании Sidrabe, 
известной производ-
ством вакуумных машин, 
работа начинается тогда, 
когда заказчик с идеей 
появляется на пороге. За 
плечами этой компании 
50-летний опыт рабо-
ты с заказами разной 
сложности и клиентами 

из разных стран. Sidrabe 
осуществляет научно-
исследовательские 
работы, занимается 
разработкой и моделиро-
ванием технологических 
процессов. Наряду с воз-
можностью разработки 
инновационных техноло-
гий Sidrabe предлагает 
также и коммерческие 
технологические реше-
ния, готовые к внедрению 
в промышленное произ-
водство. 

Во время посещения 
производственной части 
корпорации Sidrabe мы 
взяли интервью у началь-
ника отдела маркетинга 
Андрея Алексеевича 
Балабкина.

Какова средняя 
стоимость одного про-
екта?

Каждый раз все 
зависит от сложности про-
екта и его реализации. К 

примеру, наш японский 
клиент заказывал маши-
ну, способную выдержать 
землетрясения. Тем не 
менее, средняя стоимость 
по всем проектам состав-
ляет от 8 до 10 миллионов 
евро.

С какими крупными 
корпорациями у вас 
был опыт работы?

Мы сотрудничали с 
NASA, Philips, Nissan, 
IBM, Fuji Electic, Varta, 3M 
и многими другими из-
вестными компаниями.

P.S. Фирма Sidrabe 
открыла специальный 
лабораторный класс для 
молодежи, в котором 
школьники делают опыты. 
Благодаря такой возмож-
ности фирма находит пер-
спективных и одаренных 
ребят — потенциальных 
ученых, которых с радо-
стью спонсирует.

Если до нашей игры многие дети были уверены, что в Латвии ничего нет 
и надо отсюда уезжать, то эти компании дали им понять: они по три 
года не могут закрыть некоторые вакансии.

ВСЕ НАЧИНАЕТСЯ С ИДЕЙ

вообще не смогли заснуть». 
«В нашей школе тоже сильная про-

грамма профориентации. Я считаю, это 
главная цель образования в школе, — 
заверила Светлана Викторовна. — Все 
предметы должны преподаваться с 
точки зрения знаний о реальной жизни 
и возможности их практического при-
менения. Генри Форд говорил: «Есть 
три шага поиска работы: пойми, что 
тебе нравится, научись это делать луч-
ше всех и найди того, кто за это будет 
платить». Деловая игра «Журналист» 
очень помогает с первым пунктом. За 
три часа на предприятии дети позна-
комились сразу с множеством профес-
сий, в том числе с такими универсаль-
ными, как маркетолог, менеджер по 
персоналу…» 

В общем, рижские и таллинские 
школы уже договариваются об от-
ветном проекте. А Михаил Эпштейн 
смотрит шире — как подключить к 
игре весь мир. Дело-то хорошее. 

мический кризис, голландцы больше 
не могли заказывать эти стекла, и 
компании пришлось искать новых 
покупателей. В память об этом они 
назвались GroGlass — от совмещенных 
grow (расти) и glass (стекло). 

Где применяется GroGlass
Сегодня один из самых используе-

мых видов стекла — Artglass, который 
экспортируется в мировые музеи, 
например, в Лувр или Rijksmuseum в 
Амстердаме, где его применяют для 
обрамления картин, что положительно 
сказывается на сохранности произве-
дений искусств. 

Такая же технология применяется 
и в изготовлении витрин магазинов 
таких брендов, как Hugo Boss, Apple 
Store, Porsche Design Store. Невидимое 
стекло применяется также при изготов-
лении экранов телевизоров датского 
предприятия Bang&Olufsen (элитные 
телевизоры) и информационных табло 
в аэропортах.

Однако, несмотря на то что GroGlass 
по всем параметрам лучше простого 
стекла, оно до сих пор не распростра-
нено в бытовой жизни по ряду причин. 
Во-первых, этот товар дороже обычного 
стекла в 5–10 раз. Во-вторых, в универ-
ситетах не обучают специалистов в этой 
области, поэтому компания вынуж-
дена набирать работников и обучать 
их самостоятельно. Так что подобные 
предприятия до сих пор рискованный 
бизнес. 
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Radio broadcasts

Radio Baltkom (Riga, Latvia) was a media sponsor of 
several games. A number of radio broadcasts available 
online:

 f Mikhail Epstein on radio programme “Прямая 
Речь” aired on 18 September, 2015:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhmYAld-Jsg 
 

 

 f The organizer and participants of the educational 
game “Journalist – a Mirror of Riga” on radio 
programme “Разворот” aired on 21 September, 
2015:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saqjkH_0Thc 
 

 

 
 

 f The organizer and participants of the educational 
game “Journalist – a Mirror of Riga” on radio 
programme “Разворот” aired on 2 December, 
2015:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Na25BCFms0E 
 

 

 f The organizer and participants of the educational 
game “Journalist. Mirror for the Region” on radio 
programme “Утро на Балткоме” aired on 10 
November, 2016:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_L8hjhYVqE 
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Publications’ review and analysis

V. Puzirevsky’s review of newspaper publications:  
http://f.experts-edu.org/j-en/gazety/2015-09-18.pdf

Organization A brief analysis of the publication

Waste into income! The title is good, the text can be read easily, without stumbling on words. Of course, a photograph 
of the interviewed person would not be disturbing. The statistics fit very well with the story, it is unobtrusive, even 
interesting. The story about the tomatoes is intriguing, even tends to turn into an exciting story, and it poses the problem 
found by the journalists. Still, the story itself lacks in drama, perhaps, even a slight ironic playing with the secret of the 
nearby dumpsite and its constructive solution leaving an impact on a food product, although, a hidden trend to do it can 
be felt.

The heart of our comfort. The photograph with the persons the journalists have met and talked to attracts your 
attention at once, and it gives hopes for an interesting material. Still, the topic of heating is shadowed by the need 
to collect material for an article, or the warmth after the cold in the streets have turned drowsy, because haste, the 
disproportion of genres and nonchalant proof-reading can be noticed in the text. For example, the interview turns 
quite dry, because the questions and answers are abrupt, the statistical data are at their right places, but seem too 
overwhelming, so they might become quite boring for a general reader of an issue for non-specialists, but grammar and 
style errors (“the young think differ”, “the heating tariffs depends”) have evidently appeared due to the lack of time. “P.S.” 
– it slightly saves and enlivens the general impression, because it turns out that “the cellar” hides layers, which a reader 
can even not reach if he does not read far enough... The general feeling is that the journalists have seen much more 
interesting things than they tell about to the readers. Perhaps, they will manage it in the next time …
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The Iceberg of Riga. The historical photography placed at the beginning is excellent together with the title! The mood 
improves at once, because it provides an image, emotions, a story… Interest, impressions and the aura of secret, lively 
and elegant language can be felt in the material. This all is balanced by several facts, the data of statistics and the noticed 
problems of the market. In one word, the article “allures” as one might say and seems useful as well. Thank you!

Where the Route Begins. The diversity of the genres and information must be praised here. It might be divided into 
about three by the impression it leaves. The first third is generally successful, about the topic: photographs and a lively, 
nonchalant style, but the interview is short, unfortunately. Excitement can be felt here, and a nerve to an extent; that 
is good. The second third: the text as if about how it looks like “from inside”, but the attention is not paid to technical 
specifics, equipment, repairs and decoration of the buses or to the images of people, or other images, but to the office, 
coffee, equipment and representation. A slightly sugary feeling arises during reading… The office is not really the main 
thing here… The sweetness is compensated to an extent by the problems of computer modifications and the dismissal 
of conductors, still it stays as if hanging in the air, it is not solved, discussed, understood. Perhaps, it might be a stylistic 
approach, but it lacks a journalistic move, an intrigue cannot be felt, or it is underdeveloped... Because the remaining 
third, as it turns out, is devoted to statistics. Sometimes, it is better to sacrifice the diversity of genres and their balanced 
proportion, the need to mention numbers in favour to a developed interesting and hurting topic, or at least to offer some 
new, exciting story or place noticed during the visit.

Water – It is not Just H2O. The question: “May I drink tap water?” put at the very beginning is well-grounded, it invites to 
search for an answer. Generally, different parties’ answers to this question are provided in a light and easy style. It does 
not become burdening because small lyrical topics come up on the way – about the new specialists and karma, about the 
right and the left banks, about the vice-mayor. The only thing lacking is a picture of the “local hero”, hydrogeologist Andra, 
who has told much to the journalists. There is also space enough at the end. The rich material gives place for thoughts, a 
space for images and moods.
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